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1LINEAGE, SHOW-YARD RECORDS, AND
BREEDING- PERFORMANCES OF PRIZE-WINNING SHORTHORNS.
INTRODUCTION.
This study was undertaken for the purpose of determining
whether or not show-cattle are produced from certain strains or
families more often than from others; whether or not they transmit
their good qualities to their offspring with any considerable de-
gree of certainty; and whether or not show-cattle are usually
prolific. The animals to "be studied were selected with a view to
choosing such animals as had really "been successfully shown, and,
in most cases, the animals chosen were old enough to have had an
opportunity to establish their reputation as breeders. It was not
expected that the problems above mentioned would be conclusively
solved, but sufficient data has been collected to throw some light
on the subject.
The animals to be studied were chosen after a careful review
of the reports of important cattle shows since the fall of 1890.
It is entirely probable that some animals which were choice indi-
viduals have been omitted from the list, and that some unworthy
ones are included it it; however this may be, it is certain that
every animal studied has been a prize-winner at at least one im-
portant show v/here there was strong competition. The reports of
the shows studied were those given in the Breeders' Gazette, un-
doubtedly the most reliable accessible source of such information;
descriptions of the animals in question were obtained from the
same source.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2013
http://archive.org/details/lineageshowyardrOOcarm
2Sets of questions, one set for each animal, were sent to the
"breeders, exhibitors or owners of the animals, and in some in-
stances to each, accompanied "by a letter which explained the pur-
pose of the investigation. Replies were received for only about
50 percent of the animals, and many of the replies were very in-
complete. Follov/ing is a copy of the questions sent:
I
1. Name of animal
.
2. Is this animal given the correct number or herd-hook vol-
ume and page ?
If not, please make the necessary corrections
3. When and for how many years was the animal above named in
your herd?
4. When and for how many years was this animal shown? ....
5. Kindly give a list of the most important prizes won by this
animal if you can conveniently do so
6. At what age was its excellence generally recongized? . . .
7. In general, to what main factors do you attribute its
success?
8. What animals in the ancestry were the most prominent prize
winners?
9. Were the ancestors of this animal, above, below, or about
at the average us regards longevity and prolificacy?
10. What individuals or strains of blood in the ancestry of
this animal do you consider chiefly responsible for his or her
greatness,- first, as a breeding animal?
Second, as a show animal?

311. (a) In your judgment, did this animal have a good oppor-
tunity to establish a reputation,- first, as a show animal; second
as a "breeding animal? (That is, was there anything in the hand-
ling, age, or condition that has had an influence for or against
the making of a good record as a show animal or as a "breeding
animal)?
12. What were the chief faults of this animal as "a show animal
and as a "breeding animal?
13. What were the outstanding good points as a show animal and
as a "breeding animal?
14. Please give names of most noted produce as far as possi-
ble
15. What can you say of the "breeding record of the produce of
this animal, "both male and female?
16. (a) How many calves did this animal produce or sire while
in your herd? (b) About what per-
cent of those possessed show yard merit?
(c) How many of them were successfully shown?
17. Were those of the produce of this animal which possessed
show yard merit usually the result of a mating with an animal of
show yard merit?
18. What characteristics, both good and bad, possessed by this
animal were transmitted with greatest certainty to the offspring?
19. It is frequently stated that some bulls are good sires of
heifers, but not good sires of bulls and vice versa. Some cows,
too, are said to be better breeders of bulls than of heifers, and

4vice versa. (a) Was the animal in question of this kind? ....
(b) If so, were the male or the female offspring more uniformly
good? ......
20. (a) What was the final disposition of this animal, and
v/hen was it disposed of? (That is, was it disposed of to the
"butcher, did it die from disease, from the result of an accident
or from old age?
(b) If alive now, is this animal still vigorous and a sure breed-
er?
21. Please give any additional information v/hich you may think
would "be of value to us in making an investigation of this kind.
22. In case you are unable to give full information concerning
the animal in question, could you refer us to seme person or per-
sons who could? ....
23. If you have owned or "bred other Short-Horns which in your
judgment have contributed more to the upbuilding of the Short-
Horn breed than the one we have inquired about kindly mention them.
The lists of prizes won by the different animals were secured,
for the most part, from data which Professor Herbert W. Mumford
has collected; the lists of produce for the females were secured
from the office of the American Short-Hern Breeders' Association;
and the pedigrees were obtained from the American and English
herd books. The owners named on the pedigrees of the animals are,
in many cases, not the present owners, since many of the animals
have changed hands.

5In discussions of the pedigrees, the animals tracing only to
cattle "bred in Scotland are called "Scotch"; those tracing to the
Bates stock are called "Bates"; the ones that carry only the "blood
of cattle "bred "by Booth are called "Booth"; while those which a,re
descended from strains which have "been in America for a very long
time and which are not closely related to the above strains are
called "American". Various combinations of these strains are
found and are indicated "by the use of two or more of the terms.
Sanders' "Short-Horn Cattle" was used as a reference book for de-
termining the strain to which the animals in question belong.
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BULLS

6ALICE'S PRI2JCE 122593.
1st as aged bull, Ohio State Pair, 1900.
3d as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
3d as aged bull, Illinois State Fair, 1900'.
5th as aged bull, Kansas City Fair, 1901.
Press reports concerning Alice's Prince are very contradictory.
They do agree, however , that he was somewhat up-standing and that he
had an exceptionally handsome head and horn. No information was
received from his owners. Prince of Tebo Lawn 172599, a prize
winner as a calf and as a yearling, was sired by Alice's Prince.
His nedigree shows a combination of Scotch, Bates, and Booth blood,
Underly Eyes 31312 supplying the Bates admixture, while Crown Prince
of Athelstane 2d 16585 carries both Bates and Booth blood. His
dam, Princess Alice, is considered to have been one of the greatest
cows of the breed.

10
BARON CRUICKSHANK 3d 117963.
1st as two year old, Nebraska State Pair, 1897.
2d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1897.
Baron Cruickshank 3d was described as "a neat "bodied, low-
legged, rich-colored youngster of medium scale, thickly meated".
In 1900 his get won second in group of four, the get of one "bull,
at Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois State Pairs. In "breeding,
Baron Cruickshank 3d is Scotch; the "blood of Roan Gauntlet is
particularly abundant.

12
BARRISTER 101724.
1st as one year old, Ohio State Pair, 1892.
Also winner of numerous prizes at various minor
Kentucky shows from 1892 to 1895 inclusive.
Press reports describe him as "a yellov; red with mellow hide,
a grand loin, nicely finished head and neck and short legs, and
withal a good carriage". Mr. wm. Warfield,in whose herd he was
used for a little over five years, writes that his excellence as an
individual was recognized at eight months, as a "breeder at two
years; his greatness is attributed to his breeding; Craven Knight
was a show animal and Barmpton Crocus was a medium sized light red
with mellow skin, ".just such a dam from which you would look for
show cattle"; Barmpton Roses are given much credit for the ex-
cellence of this bull; had a fairly good chance to prove himself
a good breeder , as he was mated with good cows; was never made over
fat; had no glaring defects and no predominating good point, but
was a go od bull all over; a little small, 2,000 pounds being his
limit; sired 78 calves, while owned by Mr. Warfield; 217 prizes
were .von by Barrister and his get; show cattle were produced from
all kinds of dams; get had great finish and cows sired by him were
great milkers; bulls and heifers were equally good; died in the
spring of 1904, having been a sure breeder up to the time of his
death. Barrister was a Scotch bull; the names of Pride of the
Isles, Royal Duke of Gloster, Barmpton's Flower and Princess Royal
appear very often in his pedigree.
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BEST OF ARCHERS 141832.
2d as aged "bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1900.
2d as aged "bull, Wisconsin State Fair, 1900.
3d as aged bull, International, 1900.
1st as aged "bull, Wisconsin State Fair, 1901.
2d as aged bull, International, 1901.
4th as aged bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1901.
3d on get of bull, Indiana State Fair, 1901.
3d as get of bull, Iowa State Fair, 1902.
He is described in press reports as short-legged, deep,
smooth, compact, and somewhat prominent about the hips. Fir, F. W.
Harding sends the following information,- shown in England as a two '
year old, where he defeated Marengo j had substance, depth, width,
and masculine character; shoulders were a little rough and horns
were strong; never highly fitted for show; retained his form until
sold at six years; his ancestors were above average in longevity and
prolificacy, was a sure breeder, sired about 50 calves, 75 percent
of which had show-yard merit; about ten were successfully shown;
bulls sired by him were better than the heifers; get had substance,
constitution, width, and blockiness, but some were lacking a little
in smoothness, a few were patchy at tail, ans seme were strong in
horn; most noted of his get were Ceremonious Archer, Princess Maud
4th, Anoka Gloster, and Anoka Archer. In breeding, Best of Archers
is Scotch; is particularly strong in the blood of Pride of the
Isles and Champion of England.
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BLUE JEMS 125797.
3d as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1898.
1st as aged "bull, Wisconsin State Pair, 1898.
Champion "bull, Wisconsin State Pair, 1898.
3d as aged bull, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
2d as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1899."
In 2d prize group of two, the produce of one cow,
Indiana State Pair, 1899.
He was described in 1898 as being three years of age, weigh-
ing 2450 pounds, having a homely horn, thickly covered hip bones,
and an astonishing covering of back, loins, and quarters. In
1899 he was said to have a great back, but v/as not compact enough.
Mr. Maurice Douglas writes that Blue Jeajis was best when five years
of age; good feeding qualities, scale, and thick flesh (especially
on bad*) were the main factors to which his success is attributed;
Necklace, January Dude, Gay Monarch and King Gl mis were the most
prominent prize winners in his ancestry; ancestors were above the
average as regards longevity and prolificacy,- the sire having
died at 13 years, the dam is still breeding at 15 years; had strong
competition -when shown, and was until recently mated with only one
show coxv, usually being mated with small Bates coivs; was a little
too long-legged and had too up-standing a horn and too woolly a
head for an ideal show animal; his good points, all of which were
transmitted to his progeny, were heavy flesh, finish, straight
lines, extra good loin, and active style; his get usually had good
heads and horns; the most noted of his get v/ere Kola, Snowball,
Araminta
,
Snowdrop, Snowdrift, Marcia, Marie Bell, Geneva, Viola,
I , —
^
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Mamie, and V.histler; the females of his get were excellent "breeders;
males were not used in pure "bred herds; sired 150 calves during the
ten years in which he was in the herd, 50 percent of which were of
show yard merit, and 35 of them were successfully shown; few hulls
were sired "by him, and the heifers were more uniformly good than
were the hulls. Blue Jeans is still vigorous and is a sure "breed-
er. His pedigree shows a combination of Scotch, Bates, Booth, and
American "blood.
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CAPTAIN WHITE 124133.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Fair, 1897.
Junior male champion, Illinois State Fair, 1897.
2d as one year old, Ohio State Fair, 1897.
1st as two year old, Ohio State Fair, 1898.
He is described when a yearling as Toeing "decidedly showy .
. . very growthy, unusually deep in his "barrel, strong in his loin,
in
full^ twist, and deep and thick in thighs, while his skin hangs
on him almost like the folds on a fine wool sheep". He was a re-
markably fine handler and had a good coat of white hair; his
carriage was gay and he had a fine presence. A combination of
Bates, Booth, Scotch and American breeding is shown in the pedi-
gree. The maternal line shows an abundance of "Duke" blood. Both
Judge White and Hero's Knight were successful show animals. The
blood of Barmpton Hero is especially abundant in this animal.
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CEREMONIOUS ARCHER 171479.
1st as calf, International, 1901.
2d as calf, Minnesota State Fair, 1901.
2d as calf, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
4th as calf, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as calf, Wisconsin State Pair, 1901.
5th as one of four, the get of one bull,
Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as junior calf, Louisville Interstate Pair, 1901.
3d as yearling, Missouri State Pair, 1902.
1st as yearling, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
1st as yearling, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
Junior champion hull, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
2d as yearling, Iowa State Pair, 1902.
1st as yearling, Kansas City, 1902.
1st as junior yearling, Minnesota. State Pair, 1902.
1st as junior yearling, International, 1902.
1st as junior yearling, Wisconsin State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1903.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1903.
Champion "bull, Iowa State Pair, 1903.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1903.
1st as two year old Kentuclsy State Pair, 1903.
Champion hull, Kentucky State Pair, 1903.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1903.
Champion "bull, Wisconsin State Pair, 1903.
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1st as two year old, Kansas City, 1903.
Senior champion "bull , Kansas City, 1903.
Grand champion hull, Kansas City, 1903.
1st as two year old, International, 1903.
Senior champion, International, 1903.
Grand champion hull, Internat iona.l , 1903.
As calf this bull was described as giving promise of de-
veloping into a hull of astonishing breadth, substance and wealth
of flesh; he possessed a rich roan furry coat; had a smooth top
and great thighs. He maintained his form remarkably well as long
as shown. Mr. P. W. Harding attributes this bull's success to
good ancestors, Scotch breeding and careful handling; ancestors
were above the average as regards longevity and prolificacy; strong
points as a show animal,- substance, bone, coat of hair, smooth-
ness; weak points as a show animal,- narrow in nose, and lacking a
little in width back of shoulders while young; most noted produce,
Royal Cerry, Anoka Cerry, Princess Maud 6th, Anoka Broadhooks. In
the herd of Mr. P. W. Harding he sired eight calves, 90 percent
possessing show yard merit and four having been successfully shown.
In the herd of Colonel P. 0. Lowden he has sired 15 calves, 90
percent possessing show ya,rd merit; show calves not alwa,ys from
cows having show yard merit. Substance, hair, and smoothness
were the qualities he transmitted to his offspring with the great-
est certainty; some .ere crooked in hind legs; he is still vigorous
a.nd a sure breeder, owned by Colonel P. 0. Lowden, who purchased
him from Mr. Harding at a cost of $5,000.00. His pedigree shows
an abundance of Scotch blood of the most fashionable strains. The
names of Scotland's Pride, Golden Days, Royal Duke of Gloster,
Princess Royal, and Champion of England appear particularly often.
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COCK ROBIN 192127.
2d as yearling, International, 1901.
3d as two year old, International, 1902.
1st as aged Dull, International, 1903.
3d as aged "bull, International, 1904.
A report of the 1901 International states:- "He is an at-
tractive roan with the head and neck of an impressive sire, a
"broad expanse of hack that is as wide and smooth at the -chine as
at the loin, and his hips are neatly covered. A lathe-turned top
could scarcely he smoother, and his heartgirth and fore flank are
exceptionally good. The stamp of this hull, his evident flesh
carrying propensities, his masculinity, his quality of hide and
hair unite to prove him a jewel in any herd. The setting of the
tail could he a little neater. . . judges thought handling showed
over-feeding a little". A report of the 1902 International states
*
*
"This rich roan continues to carry a wealth of flesh, "being a
particularly well-topped hull, with great ribs and grand crest,
and he looks a sire". Messrs. I. M. Forbes & Son write that his
dan, sire, and grandsire were show animals; has had the "best of
care as a "breeding hull, hut has prohahly had too much service for
show; as a show animal he was a little uneven, while his outstand-
ing good points were symmetry, thickness, and character; three-
fourths of his calves, from good cows, are of show yard merit, ,-
six have "been successfully shown, two of them in Mr. Bo, en's first
prize herd of last year; good head, hack, and heart are the good
characteristics which he transmits with greatest certainty; seme
of his calves are a little uneven at tailhead; he is still alive

25
and a very sure "breeder; has a good disposition; weighs 2300 pounds
at five years. His pedigree shows him to he a Scotch hull, rich
in the "blood of William of Orange, Commodore, Cumberland and Roan
Gauntlet
.
4" ^
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EARL FAME 8TH 107695.
2d as aged "bull, Iowa State Pair, 1892.
3d as aged "bull, Illinois State Pair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1892.
Sweepstakes "bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, Wisconsin State Fa.ir, 1892.
2d as aged "bull, Nebraska State Pair, 189 3.
4th as aged "bull, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 1st prize herd, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
The reports of the 1892 shows state of him:- "At three years
of age he weighs probably 2700 pounds. He is smooth in his flesh,
has fine length, big, level quarters, well-sprung ribs, and a
beautifully finished head and neck ... is lacking in sappiness
. . .
He is a remarkably showy bull and in days lang syne would
doubtless have been a popular winner. ... He has attained great
weight, it, is true, and while this may be said to prove him a good
grower it has not developed a rapid flesher". Mr. H. P. Brown
writes that this bull was shown with success from two until four
years old; was sold at four years of age; was not much of a breed-
er. He carries a combination of Bates and Booth blood, the Bates
being the more abundant.
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GALLANT KNIGHT 124468.
Kansas City, .1900.
2d as aged "bull, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged bull, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as aged bull, Nebraska State Pair, 1901.
Champion bull, Nebraska State Pair, 1901.
Gallant Knight is very short-legged, thick fleshed, free from
coarseness, and has an unusually good head and crest. Messrs. T.
K. Toms on and Sons write that he would make a very strong show
now, at eight years of age; they attribute his success to a per-
fect breeder's head, uniformity of proportion, smoothness of con-
formation, and excellent quality of flesh; was never forced; an-
cestors were of about average longevity and prolificacy; Linwood
Golden Drops and Craven Knight are considered chiefly responsible
for his success as a breeding animal; has sired about 300 calves,
25 percent of which were of show yard merit, and about 30 were
successfully shown; he was not usually mated with show cows; he
breeds very close to his own type and his get, both male and female,
do the same. The most noted of his produce are Rosalind, Daring
Knight, Rose Sterne 6th, Rose Sterne 8th, Sweet Harmony, 3d Elder
Lawn Victoria, 4th Elder Lawn Victoria, Belted Knight, Graceful
Knight, Porrest Knight, and 7th Mary of Elder Lawn. Gallant Knight
is Scotch, save for the blood of the Bates bull ,Underly Wild Eyes,
appearing in the fourth generation.

GAY MONARCH 92411.
2d as two year old "bull, Indiana State Fair, 1839.
2d as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1891.
2d as aged bull, Illinois State Pair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, Indiana State Fair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, St. Louis Pair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, Ohio State Pair, 1892.
1st as aged "bull, Indiana State Pair, 1893.
2d as aged bull, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 3d prize herd, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
3d on get of bull, Columbian Exposition, 1393.
1st as aged bull, Missouri State Pair, 1895.
Press reports characterize him as a bull of sufficient size
(weighing close to 2600 pounds), unusually good conformation,
great depth and evenness of flesh *and much character and quality.
In 1892 21 of his get were in the show ring, and many were highly
successful prize winners. Gay Monarch was included in the noted
Luther Adams importation of 1887. The pedigree of Gay Monarch
abounds with names of noted cattle, largely of Scotch breeding. The
Booth bred bulls, Knight of the Garter and Prince Imperial, appear
in the fifth generation. Pew pedigrees show the name of Champion
of England with greater frequency, it occurring twice in the fourth
generation and three times in the fifth generation.
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INVINCIBLE HAMPTON" 206226.
2d as two year old, St. Louis, 1904.
1st as two year old, Kansas City, 1904.
1st as aged bull, Illinois State Pair, 1904.
2d as two year old, International, 1904.
Reports state,- "He is a smooth, round "built "block of a roan
on short pegs and rolled in an admirable covering of flesh. In-
formation received from Messrs. Adkins and Stevenson and Mr. C. D.
Bellows states that Invincible Hampton is short-legged, smoothly
turned, well balanced, meaty, full in fore flank, well covered over
crops and loin, and has well sprung rib and well fashioned quar-
ters. He was twinned with a heifer; was fitted as a yearling, but
on account of an accident was not shown. His ancestors were above
the average as regards longevity and prolificacy; both sire and
dam were extra good individuals. His chief faults as a show animal
were a few black hairs on his head and a "dip" in his back. His
calves, all still young, are mostly heifers and appear to be good
ones. He is still in service in the herd of Adkins and Stevenson,
Bement
, Illinois. In breeding, Invincible Hampton is Scotch.
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JUDGE WHITE 116082.
1st as calf, Ohio State Pair, 1894.
1st as two year old, New York, 1896.
As a calf Judge White was "a rare good one, a genuine sappy
one, very heavy ended, v;ell ribbed, and blocky" ; as a yearling he
was a good "big hull, full in his fore ribs, strong in his thighs
and elastic in his hide, hut needing a little time yet to come to
the frame he had grown; as a two year old he was much improved
over his yearling form. Chalice, by Judge White, shown in Ohio in
1897 was"a mature looking heifer with the sweet countenance, deep
middle and broad loin that the son of Hero's Knight puts on all his
progeny". Captain White, successfully shown as a yearling and as
a two year old, was sired by Judge White. In breeding, Judge White
carries a combination of Bates and Scotch blood.
\
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JUSTICE 140578.
1st as calf, Minnesota State "Fair, 1899.
1st as one year old, International, 1900.
Junior champion, International, 1900.
1st as one year old, Minnesota. State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Minnesota State Fair, 1900.
2d as two year old, International, 1901.
2d as two year old, Minnesota. , State Pair, 1901.
As a calf he was described as "a very thick, ripe, sappy calf;
feet are faulty on account of exercise not having been looked after
properly". As a yearling he was described as follows:- Barring
a little heaviness at the shoulders this bull is a hard one to
throw stones at. . . . Take him from end to end, his lowness,
levelness, width, wealth of high-priced meat, squareness of quar-
ters and neatly- set tail, he is one of the rarest that our show-
yards have produced. He is quite forward for his age without being
in the least away from a feeder's type, and is altogether one to
delight the eye". Justice's pedigree shows a combination of Scotch
and Bates blood. The blood of Graves end is particularly abundant,
as his name appears twice in the fourth generation and once in the
fifth.
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KING EDWARD 172814.
1st as calf, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
1st as calf, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
1st as senior calf, Kentucky State Pair, 1902.
1st as calf, Ohio State Pair, 1902.
1st as senior calf, International, 1902.
1st as yearling, Missouri State Pair, 1903.
Junior champion hull, Missouri State Pa.ir, 1903.
1st as yearling, Illinois State Pair, 1903.
Junior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1903.
3d as yearling, Iowa State Pa.ir, 1903.
1st as senior yearling, Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
1st as senior yearling, Kansas City, 1903.
1st as senior yearling, International, 1903.
1st as two year old, St. Louis, 1904.
Reserve senior champion, St. Louis, 1904.
3d as two year old, Minnesota. State Pair, 1904.
As a calf he was highly finished and strong and had level top
and "bottom lines, and very impressive head and crest. He has
maintained his form remarkably well and has "been a very successful
show animal. The report of the St. Louis show for 1904 states:
"He ha.s made fine growth and is a low-legged hull of ample scale,
considerahle length, and an exquisite finish to head and neck. . .
... A hit more spread of fore rihs would estahlish him firmly in
regal position, hut he is a flash hull in any company." In "breeding
Kind Edward is Scotch.
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LAVENDER VISCOUNT 124755.
4th as aged bull, Kansas City, 1900.
1st as aged bull, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as aged bull, Missouri State Fair, 1901.
Champion bull, Missouri State Eair , 1901.
1st as aged bull, International, 1901.
Senior champion, International, 1901.
Lavender Viscount had good heartgirth and chine, well-covered
back and loin, excellent flanks, and, in 1901, his shoulders and
loin showed over-feeding. Messrs. C. E. Leonard & Son write that
his excellence was generally recognized when first shown as a four
year old; style, general conformation, finish, thrift, and wealth
of flesh are his strong points; his immediate ancestors were never
shown; his sire, Baron Lavender 3d died at 18 years; his success as
a sire is attributed to his Scotch breeding; was fitted on only
shelled oats; he transmits his good qualities to his get; has sired
50 to 60 calves each year, three fourths of which have show yard
merit; at least 75 have been successfully shown; show ca.lves not
always from dams of show yard merit; most noted of his get are
Ravenswood Counselor, Ravenswood Lavender Viscount, Ravenswood
Admiration, and 3d Ravenswood Countess; bulls and heifers are
equally good; he is still in active service and "looks as young as
a three year old". Lavender Viscount is a Scotch bull. Baron
Victor and Pride of the Isles blood is very abundant in his breed-
ing.
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MASTER OF THE GROVE 161374
3d as aged "bull , Kansas City, 1904.
1st as aged "bull, International, 1904.
Senior champion, International, 1904.
Grand champion, International, 1904.
The report of the 1904 International states that the worst
faults of this "bull are his "roily" shoulders and particularly
"bare shoulder blades; in other respects he compares well with
champion "bulls of recent years. Mr. C. D. Bellows, the present
owner of Master of the Grove, sta/tes that he attributes his suc-
cess to his outstanding individual excellence; that he did not
have a good opportunity to establish a reputation previous to
1904; and that the "bull is still vigorous and a sure breeder. He
is of Scotch and Bates breeding, with the Scotch blood the more
abundant. The Orange Blossom blood is pa.rticuls.rly concentrated
in the dam of the bull.
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MINNIE'S ROYAL 124782.
1st as calf, Nebraska State Pair, 1896.
1st as calf, Iowa State Pair, 1896.
2d as calf, Wisconsin State Fair, 1896.
2d as one year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1897.
As a calf at Iov/a, he was "nicely brought out and was handily
first"; as a yearling he was "thick in his flesh, but rather thin
in his hide. He had the marks of a good "doer",- a yellow skin,
good middle piece, and short legs". Minnie's Royal's pedigree
shows him to be three fourths Scotch. His darn is of Bates and
American blood, is rich in "Duke" blood, and traces to Mrs. Motte,
one of the "Seventeens"
.
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MONITOR 109140.
2d as aged "bull, Indiana State Fair, 1894.
1st as aged "bull , Illinois State Pair, 1895.
1st as aged "bull, Indiana State Fair, 1895.
Sweepstakes over two years, Indiana State Fair, 1895.
1st as aged bull, St. Louis Fair, 1895.
1st as aged "bull, Illinois State Fair, 1896.
1st as aged bull, Indiana State Fair, 1896.
Champion bull, Indiana State Fair, 1896.
He was described as a bull of ample scale, level top line,
a well covered back, unusual depth and fulness of fore flank, nice
finish, and excellent disposition. He lacked depth of hind
quarter, had a too soft touch, and lacked breed character in head
and horn. His pedigree shows that he was sired by the great show
bull, Gay Monarch, and that his dam was a cow of Bates and American
blood.
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NOMINEE 131262.
1st as aged "bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1898.
1st as aged bull, Trans-Mississippi Exposition, 1898.
2d as aged "bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1899.
Reports of 1898 shows state that he was large, smooth, deep
and level; was in fine bloom and had a fine presence, but carried
scarcely enough natural flesh. Mr. H. F. Brown, who owned Nominee
for four years, writes that he was shown for six years; his ex-
cellence was generally recognized when he was three years old; his
success is attributed to his smoothness and general show yard style;
his greatness as a sire is credited to a combination of Booth,
Scotch, and Bates blood; he had a good chance to make a reputation
as shew animal, and as a sire, his chief fault was a long face;
style, smoothness, and character were his outstanding good points;
he sired about fifteen or twenty calves while in Mr. Brown's herd,
and nearly all of them were of show ;/ard merit; those cf his get
which possessed show yard merit v«re not always from cows of similar
character; he v/as sold to Mr. W. I. Food, Will iamsport
,
Ohio,
when seven years of age; his show yard form v/as maintained until he
was ten years of age. He carries a combination of Scotch, Bates,
and Booth blood.
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NOSTPARKIL HERO 170793.
1st as calf, Missouri State Pair, 1901.
1st as calf, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as calf, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
1st as calf, Illinois State Fair, 1901.
In fourth, prize young herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as one of four (get of Nonpareil Victor) , Iowa
State Pair, 1901.
2d as calf, Kansas City Pair, 1901.
1st as senior calf, Louisville Interstate Pair, 1901.
Junior champion, Louisville Interstate Pair, 1901.
1st as calf, International, 1901.
Quoting the press, he was "particularly strong at the chine,
in fact all along the top; has good length and is rich in color as
well as in his furnishings,- altogether an extraordinary calf".
Mr. George Bothwell writes that this hull was shown only as a calf;
his success as a show animal is attributed to the combination of the
"blood of Grand Victor and Nonpareil Victor on a good Nerissa
foundation; Count Victor, Count Lavender, Grand Victor, and Barmp-
ton Royal were the most noted show animals in his ancestry; his
ancestors were about the average as regards longevity and prolifi-
cacy; as a calf, he was not crowded early enough; his dam was a
heifer, and he ran with her until six months of age with no extra
care; was not quite large enough and lacked masculinity. In the
herd of Mr. Hans Hadenfeldt this bull sired about 40 calves, all of
which show well if from good cows; he is still vigorous and a sure
breeder. .In breeding. Nonpareil Hero is strongly Scotch; some Bates
blood is introduced Through Nerissa 2d of Maine Valley.
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NONPAREIL OP CLOVER BLOSSOM 153672.
1st as calf, Nebraska State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Nebraska State Pair, 1900.
1st as calf, Kansas City Fair, 1900.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Fair, 1901.
1st as one year old, Missouri State Pair, 1901.
1st as one year old, International, 1901.
Junior champion, International, 1901.
3d as one year old, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as one year old, Kansas City Pair, 1901.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
1st in four, the get of one sire, Iov/a State Pair, 1901.
2d in two, produce of one cow, Iov/a State Pair, 1901.
2d in two, produce of one cow, International, 1901.
1st as one year old, Louisville Interstate Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Missouri State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old
f
Illinois State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Kentucky State Pair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Ka.nsas City Pair, 1902.
2d as two year old, International , 1902.
1st as aged hull, Missouri State Pair, 1903.
Senior champion hull, Missouri State Pair, 1903.
1st as aged hull, Iov/a State Pair, 1903.
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1st as aged bull, Illinois State Fair, 1903.
Senior champion, Illinois State Fair, 1903.
1st as aged bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
1st as aged hull, Kansas City Pair, 1903.
3d as aged hull, International, 1903.
6th as aged hull, International, 1904.
Press reports for 1900, 1901, and 1902 describe Nonpareil of
Clover Blossom as being sappy
,
deep, vide in front, and superlative-
ly good in flanks and hind quarters. In hide and hair, in form and
finish and in flesh he was considered as a calf, to be "one of the
rarest blossoms that has adorned our show yards". His top line was
not perfect, as his back sagged a little. Mr. George Bothvell
writes that the sire and dam of this bull were good individuals \
the ancestors were a little above the average in longevity and
prolif ica,cy ; Rose of Sharon foundation, combined with crosses of
Grand Victor and Nonpareil Victor are considered the most potent
factors in his breeding; had best of chance as a show bull early
in life, but Mr. Bothwell thinks that his ownership was changed too
often later for best success in showing and that he was crowded
beyond his capacity; weakness of back is thought to have been
caused by his eating out of a high rack while a calf; sired one
calf for Mr. Bothveil; it had show yard merit, but its dam was not
a show cow. Mr. Prank W. Harding and Mr. D. P.. Hanna owned Non-
pareil of Clover Blossom after he was sold by Win. Bothvell. This
bull's pedigree shows three fourths Scotch blood, the remainder
is of Bates-American blood.
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PRINCE ARMOUR 127794.
1st as calf, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
Junior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
1st as one year old, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, "Wisconsin State Pair, 1899.
2d as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, Kansas City Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, International, 1900.
As a calf Prince Armour weighed 1030 pounds at ten months;
had wide head, "big neck-vein, full flanks, deep middle piece, great
"breadth of crops, fine spring of rib, perfectly filled twist and
thighs, and was a little heavy in shoulders and somewhat faulty fran
hips to tail head; as a yearling he maintained his form, "but as a
two year old he v/as somewhat over-done and his "back dropped a lit-
tle. LT o record of him as a sire is at hand. Prince Armour was of
Scotch "breeding, "both sire and dam were successful show animals.
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RED LAD 149033.
5th as one year old, International, 1900.
1st as two year old, Lexington, 1901.
2d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
2d as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
2d as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1901.
3d as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
In fourth prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
5th in two, produce of one cow, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
2d as aged "bull, Illinois State Pair, 1903.
As a yearling, Red Lad was Ma long "bodied, low flanked "bull,
nicely finished about the head." At two years he was "a very wide
and "big ended bull, carrying a lot of flesh, and as a specimen of
early maturity, the grov/th of a large frame, and the acquisition of
a wealth of flesh at a young age he is among the most notable of the
bulls of the breed this season." In 1903 he was "shapely, well
lined, especially well quartered, evenly fleshed and standing
squarely on his pins." Adkins and Stevenson state that his ancestors
were never shown; the sire was still useful at ten years, the dam
was producing at twelve years; is coarse in shoulder, a little
hard in flesh and not covered on lower end of rib, faults often
transmitted to offspring; scale, smoothness, well covered bade,
and extra hind quarters are his strong points; he sired 61 calves;
50 of them were of show-yard merit, seven were successfully shown,
five of these seven were from cows of show-yard merit. Springfield
Lady, Gladdys , Rosa Lee, Red Reuben, Grandee, Perfection, and
Rhoda are most noted of his get. Red Lad is still in active ser-
vice. He is of Scotch, Bates, American and Booth breeding.
_
v
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ROYAL HERO 113611.
i
1st as aged "bull, Michigan State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged "bull, Ohio State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged hull, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
Senior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged bull, Ohio State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged hull, Kentucky State Pair, 1899.
Royal Hero was described in 1896 as "being wide and level on
top and carrying a lot of flesh of good quality in very smooth
form. In 1899, as a six year old, he "weighed 2600 pounds, was
deep "bodied and short-legged, conveying at once the idea of sub-
stance, stamina, and prepotency. Rio might he more arched, but is
very deep; flesh might be laid on more smoothly, but there is a lot
of it; might be fresher on his feet;. . . . countenance shows
sturdy bull character." Messrs. W. T. Miller and Son owned Royal
Hero for ten years; they state that his excellence was generally
recognized in 1899; Princess Alice is given the credit for both his
breeding and show qualities; his chief fault was thinness of
shoulders,- his strongest point was his heart-girth ; his disposi-
tion was excellent; about 50 percent of his calves were of show yard
merit, not usually from dams of show yard merit; female get were
best, but all have the beefy and fleshy type; most noted produce
were Sally Girl, Hattie, Modesty, Sun Beam, Snow Ball and Roan
Maud. Royal Hero was a Scotch bull; his dam, Princess Alice was a
successful show cow and was the dam of many successful show cattle;
the sire, Spartan Hero, was bred by Amos Cruickshank and was an
excellent individual.
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SHARON MARSHAL 121136.
1st as calf, New York State Pair, 1895.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1890.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1896.
In 1st group of two; the produce of one cow,
Indiana State Fair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1897.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
1st as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
1st as two year old, St. Louis Pair, 1897.
1st as aged bull, St. Louis Pair, 1898.
Champion "bull, St. Louis Pair, 1898.
2d as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1898.
In 1st group of four, the get of one bull, Indiana State
Pair, 1898.
2d as aged bull, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
In 1st group of two, the produce of one cow,
Illinois State Pair, 1898.
1st as aged bull, Michigan State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged bull, New York State Pair, 1899.
Champion bull, New York State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged bull, Michigan State Pair, 1900.
As a calf, he was said to be much above the average in shape,
quality, and flesh, to be quite meaty, and to have good handling
qualities. The report of the Illinois State Pair of 1896 described
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him in his yearling form thus:- "He is ripe, mellow, rich - "beau-
tiful. His head is a picture. His quarters and thighs are superb,
his flanks low and full, his ribs deep and well arched. He is fine
styled and grandly finished. ..." As an aged hull he weighed
2300 pounds. The report of the Indiana State Pair for 1898 said:
"He is a far better hull than he ever was; he carries a deal more
flesh on his ribs than ever before without abating any of his
smoothness. His massive qualities, deep fleshed thighs, thick
loins and smooth back entitled him to a lot of respect." Mr.
Maurice Douglas, in whose herd this bull was in 1898, 1899, and
1900 writes that Young Marchal's excellence was generally recognized
when he was a calf; constitution, form, and masculinity are given
credit for his success; Young Marshal and Princess Alice were
the most prominent prize winners in his ancestry; ancestors were
above the average in longevity and prolificacy; both sire and dam
were exceptionally good breeders and show animals; chance to estab-
as
lish a reputation was excellent^he was given good opportunity as a
breeder and as a show animal; had few great faults
J
outstanding
good points were size, finish, vigor, and masculinity; most noted
of his get were Deputy Marshal and Julia Marshal; his get were good
reliable breeders; while in Mr. Douglas* herd he sired five calves,
all of show yard merit and all successfully shown, but not all from
cows of show yard merit; his get had size, vigor, and finish; is
still vigorous and a sure breeder. Mr. M. A. Wagner, who has owned
Sharon Marshal for five years, states that his excellence was gen-
erally recognized at two years; Yoijng Marshal, Field Marshal, and
Princess Alice were the most noted prize winners in his ancestry;
he has had no chance as a breeding bull since leaving Mr. Barber's
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herd; is too light in hone; is thick fleshed and has smooth hips
and model head and horn; he sired 45 calves, one half of them of
show yard merit and twelve of them prize winners ; light hone and
thick flesh are the qualities which he transmits with greatest
certainty; hulls and heifers are equally good; a picture of
his head is used as an emblem "by the Short-Horn Breeders' Associa-
tion. Sharon Marshal is of Scotch, Bates, and Booth blood, abundant
in the order mentioned; he is a full brother to Lady Sharon 3d
and Lady Sharon 4th.
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STAR OF THE NORTH 132076.
1st as aged bull, International, 1900.
The report of the above show states:- "This is a very good
topped one, with much spread of rib carried evenly hack and well
covered, and is level enough, except just at the setting on of the
tail. He is short-legged, hut could drop his rib lower down to
his "betterment." He was the sire of the 2d, 3d, and 4th prize
senior hull calves at the 1900 International. Star's Queen, a
successful show cow
,
was sired "by him. Messrs. I. M. Forbes and
Son write that Star of the Forth was in their herd from the fall of
1898 to the fall of 1900, then sold to Mr. C. D. Cole, of Tenness-
ee; he was an extra good yearling, being very smooth and having nice
character, but was too small as a three year old; he had a good
sire and an extra good dam, but Messrs. Forbes think that they were
not shown; he sired 31 calves, shout half of them of show yard
merit, and four of them successfully shown; most noted of his get
were Star's Champion, Proud Star, Searchlight, and Roan Gauntlet;
he was always mated with cows which were good, but which were not
shown; most of his get were very good, but too small,- the males
were best; he sired only three calves for Mr. Cole and was sent
to the butcher. Star of the North was a Scotch bull.
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ST. VALENTINE 121014.
1st as one year old, St. Louis Fair, 1895.
Sweepstakes under two years, St. Louis Fair, 1895.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Fair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Fair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Fair, 1896.
1st as aged "bull , Illinois State Fair, 1897.
1st as aged "bull, Ohio State Fair, 1897.
Champion "bull, Illinois State Fair, 1897.
1st as aged "bull, Indiana State Fair, 1897.
Champion bull, Indiana State Fair, 1897.
1st as aged bull, Ohio State Fair, 1897.
1st as three year old, Wisconsin State Fair, 1897.
1st as three year old, St. Louis Fair, 1897.
2d as aged bull, Minnesota. State Fair, 1898.
1st as aged bull, Ohio State Fair, 1898.
1st as aged bull, Illinois State Fair, 1898.
Champion bull, Illinois State Fair, 1898.
1st as aged bull, Indiana State Fair, 1898.
Champion bull, Indiana State Fair, 1898.
2d as aged bull, Omaha, 1898. .
As a yearling St. Valentine was shown somewhat thin in flesh,
but even then, he was considered a good one. As a two year old he
was much improved, and he maintained his form as long as shown. His
most striking points were his good head and crest, his width, depth
of chest, spring of rib, wealth of flesh and bulging twist. He
was one of the most successful show bulls ever shown. As a sire he
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got many noted prize winners, some of which are included in this
study. His pedigree shows Scotch "blood in abundance, with some
Booth "blood, through Captain Cook.
*
, .
A
I
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THE LAD FOR ME 140618.
2d as one year old, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
2d as one year old, Indiana State Pa,ir , 1899.
3d as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
2d as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1899.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
Champion hull, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
.1
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
Senior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Kansas City, 1900.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, International, 1900.
Senior champion, International, 1900.
1st as aged hull, Minnesota, State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged hull, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged hull, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
Senior champion, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
2d as aged hull, Missouri State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged hull, Louisville Interstate Pair, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged hull, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
Champion "bull, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged hull, International, 1901.
4th as aged hull, Kansas City, 1901.
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As a yearling The Lad for Me lacked sane- what in middle;
but age overcame this defect to some extent at least; as a two-
year old he was"a veritable peacock for style:" he had scale with-
out coarseness, ripeness without over maturity, quality without
effeminacy; his head and crest were very masculine \ . his top was
wide and even, his loins were "richly furnished", and he had uni-
form smoothness. The only fault found in the report of his two
year old form was a hunch at his tail-head. As an aged hull he
was "an uncertain hull; he can lock a whole lot different at times
The Lad for Me has sired quite a number of successful show animals
Hispedigree shows that he is strongly Scotch; his sire, St. Valen-
tine, was a noted show bull and carried a very little Booth blood;
his dam, Gay Lavender, was successfully shown as a yearling and as
a two year old.

TOM THUMB 130420.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
1st as one year old, St. Louis Fair, 1898.
The report of the Illinois State Fair states that Tom Thumb
"has the best shoulders of any bull seen during the week; has a
straight and evenly spread back, extra quarters, a wide breech
and well-filled twist; a sappy mellow-fleshed, exquisitely finished
red that has been sold to go to Texas." No information concerning
his breeding record is at hand. His ancestors, according to
Mr. Gentry, were at or above the average in longevity and prolifi-
cacy. His sire, Victorious, was a Scotch bred bull; his dam,
Beauty, is of Booth, Bates, and American blood.
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VALIANT 171067.
6th as aged "bull, Internat ional , 1901.
1st as aged "bull, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged bull, Pan American, 1901.
1st as aged "bull, Few York State Pair, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, Few York State Fair, 1901.
Senior champion, New York State Fair, 1901.
1st as four year old "bull, Toronto Exposition, 1901.
Champion hull, Toronto Exposition, 1901.
At the Illinois State Fair, Valiant defeated both The Lad
for Me and Golden Victor. He was described as "a bull of the
richest color, considerable scale, handsome drooping horns, grand
bull's crest, with a richly furnished carcass of beef set on
straight legs. His loins are thickly padded and he handles fairly,
but his fore flanks are filled a little better than his hind flanks.
He is an impressive bull and was said by those familiar with his
career to be showing at his very best at this time." Mr. Thos.
Stanton, manager of the Sinnissippi herd of Short-Horns, does not
consider him a show bull; thinks that he won only because he had no
good competition (notice first sentence above); his sire was shown
some and his dam was counted a great show cow; he was mated with
with good cows, but of the 60 calves sired by him none were of show
yard merit; the females of his get were better than the males; he
was rough, high at the tail-head, and had flat rib, big paunch,
poor hind quarters,- his get were the same; was sold to the butcher.
Valiant was a Scotch bull.
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VICTOR OF BROWKDALE 117621.
1st as calf, Nebraska State Fair, 1893.
1st as calf, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
1st as one year old, Iowa State Fair, 1894.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Fair, 1894.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Fair, 1894.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1894.
1st as one year old, St. Louis State Fair, 1894.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Fair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Fair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Sc. Louis State Fair, 1895.
Sweepstakes, St. Louis Fair, 1895.
Sweepstakes, Nebraska State Fair, 1895.
Champion bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1895.
1st as aged bull, Wisconsin State Fair, 1896.
Champion bull, Wisconsin State Fair, 1896.
1st as aged bull, Minnesota State Fair, 1896.
Sweepstakes, Minnesota State Fair, 1896.
3d as aged bull, Indiana State Fair, 1896.
2d as aged bull, Illinois State Fair, 1896.
This bull was described as "a little wonder" in his calf form;
as a yearling he was a little paunchy, had fine front, well laid
and nicely covered shoulders, and bulging neck vein; as a two year
old he was a tremendous flesh-carrier, with widely arched and
deeply covered ribs, full flanks, heavy quarters, and hips that
were a little prominent; as an aged bull he was faulted in paunch
and hips, but was called a better show bull than he had ever been
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"before. Mr. H. IP. Brown writes that his ancestors were of average
longevity and prolificacy; his excellence in show yard and as a
sire is attributed to his Scotch "breeding; he was inclined to "be
"bunchy in flesh and rough at tail-head; sired about 20 calves, all
of which, were of show yard merit; was killed on account of having
contracted erysipelas in foot from standing in water. In "breeding,
this "bull was Scotch. Both sire and dam were very successfully
shown. The blood of Roan Gauntlet, Royal Duke of Gloster, and
Scotland's Pride is very abundant.
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VICTOR OP CEDAR VALE 130595.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
2d as one year old, St. Louis Fair, 1898.
Junior champion, St. Louis Pair, 1898.
He was described in the report of the Illinois State Pair as
a bull of "splendid scale and excellent creed character; a big,
deep, heavy quartered roan that was sold later in the week to
Messrs. Porest and Dunham at $500.00." No record of him as a sire
is at hand. His sire was a Scotch bull, while the dam was of
Bates "blood.
82
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VISC0U1TT OF ANOKA 125081.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1897.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1897.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1898.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1898.
1st as aged "bull, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged "bull, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
Senior champion, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged "bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged "bull, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
Senior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged "bull, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged "bull, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged "bull, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged "bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
As a yearling, he was described thus:- "He is strong in his
"back, extra in quarters and thighs, good in his lower lines and
stands well on straight legs of the right length. He is shown
in nice Mbloom w and ought to develop into a :nature& "bull of marked
superiority." In 1898 the press stated,- "He has scale, depth,
smoothness, a fine coat, capital flanks, a strong back, good head
and crest and short legs. He is well filled in twist and thighs
. ... a small "nick" at tail-head and slight pronii lence of shoul-
der points being about his only noticeable faimlts." He sired
Valley Count, the 3d prize yearling at the 1901 International.
Mr. P. W. Harding who owned this bull until he was two years
old writes that this bull's excellence was generally

recognized when he was one year old; careful handling and natural
excellence are the main factors to be credited for his success; his
dam was the most noted prize winner in his ancestry and is con-
sidered responsible for his success as a show animal; Scotch "blood
is credited for his success as a breeder; he always had a good
opportunity to develop; his chief fault was "a little too much
size to be well filled up in all points"; his outstanding good
points were depth, good hind quarter, good head and smooth should-
ders; while in Mr. Harding's herd he sired eight or ten calves,
none of which were shown; the most noted of his produce were Vis-
countess of Grassland, Jennie June, Athene of Anoka, and Valley
Count; his get inherited size and bone and a little openness of rib
with greatest certainty; his get were good, strong, prolific cat-
tle; females of his get were better than the males; he is now owned
by H. K. Givens
,
Payette, Missouri. In breeding, Viscount of Anoka
is chiefly Scotch, but he carries some Bates blood, through Nannie
Williams 7th.
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Y0U1TG ABBOTSBUKM 110679.
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
1st as aged bull
2d as aged bull, Illinois State Fair, 1890.
1st as aged bull, Indiana State Pair, 1890.
Ohio State Pair, 1890.
Iowa State Pair, 1890.
Iowa State P~ir, 1891.
Minnesota State Fair, 1891.
Illinois State Fair, 1891.
Illinois State Pair, 1892.
Nebraska State F^ir, 1892.
Iowa State Pair, 1892.
Indiana State pair, 1892.
Columbia Exposition, 1893.
Best bull of any age, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 2d prize herd, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 1890, the following description appeared in the report of
the Ohio State Pair:- "His head is a distinct improvement on that
of the average Scot, his front is massive, his crest grand, his
shoulders laid and covered with remarkable smoothness for a bull
of his age and flesh, while his tremendous width of bulk is carried
with absolute evenness from shoulder to hip. He has rare depth of
carcass, and in point of front flank is nothing less than wonderful.
His quarter is long, level, and deep for a Scotch bull and he is as
full in the twist as the most exacting could desire. This is the
bull piece-meal. Put these points together, and you have a bull
with two great ends and a commensurate middle. Such a bull is
Yeung Abbotsburn. His loin is grand and his touch admirable. Here
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is something more than mere "bulk; his 2800 pounds certainly give
him enough of that. He is a hull of character, quality, and ad-
mirable "balanced parts." He was remarkably short-legged,- only 14
inches from the ground at the "brisket; in disposition he was per-
fect; he lacl-ced style somewhat, and some thought that he was too
flat in the rib. In 1892 it was stated that he showed "some little
inclination to ' tubbiness '
',
a slight slipping of the flesh from his
sides, and a roll at the shoulder "blade." In 1893 he was said to
"be "better than ever." He had a greater show record than any other
bull has ever had in America, being defeated only once, and having
maintained his show form for four years after his first appearance
as a five year old. He sired quite a number of show animals, among
them were Mary Abbotsburn 7th, Mary Abbotsburn 6th, Mary Abbotsburn
5th, Mary Abbotsburn 4th; Mary Abbotsburn 3d, Mary Abbotsburn 2d,
Young Abbotsburn 2d, and Forest Grove Abbotsburn. Mr. A. A. Wal-
lace, in whose herd Young Abbotsburn was for two and one half
years, writes that this bull's ancestors were at or above the av-
erage as regards longevity and prolificacy; his success is attribut-
ed mainly to a good constitution and a good disposition; he had a
good opportunity as a show animal; was considered a trifle coarse
for show by some judges; his outstanding good points were his im-
mense scale and his evenness of flesh; he sired 23 calves in this
herd, none of which were shown; size and feeding qualities were
the characteristics which he transinitted with the greatest certain-
ty; was butchered in 1899 on account of having become crippled in
hind leg. Young Abbotsburn was a Scotch bull, particularly rich
in the blood of Champion of England.
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YOUNG ABBOTSBURN 2d 124780.
2d as two year old, Trans-Mississippi Exposition
(Omaha), 1898.
3d as aged bull, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged bull, Nebraska State pair, 1900.
Champion bull, Nebraska State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged bull, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged bull, Kansas City Pair, 1900.
2d as aged bull, Kansas City Pair, 1901.
3d as aged bull, Iowa State pair, 1901.
In 5th prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged bull, Minnesota State pair, 1901.
5th as aged bull, International, 1901.
5th as aged bull, Iowa State pair, 1902.
5th as aged bull, Kansas City Pair, 1902.
2d as aged bull, Nebraska State Pair, 1902.
This bull was described in the various reports of shows as
having great substance, wonderful heart-girth, shortness of leg
and smoothness of flesh, but was plain in the head and too coarse
in the bone. In 1902 he was "rather heavy in the lower lines."
This bull is of Scotch breeding, save for the Bates and Booth bio
introduced through Crown Prince of Atheist and 2d in the fifth
generation.
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BAPTON PEARL , vol. 48, p. 368.
1st as aged cow, Ohio State Fair, 1900.
3d as aged cow, Indiana State pair, 1900.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Fair, 1900.
Senior champion, Illinois State Fair, 1900.
3d as aged cow, Kansas City, 1900.
The report of the Kansas City Show states that she was shown
with a fine bull calf, "by Bapton Sultan, at foot, and describes
her thus:- "Aside from her shortness of quarter she is a gres.t one;
here is a cow of the sweetest feminity, joined ..1th the most im-
posing lead-like weight, in small compass,- a real "big little
one" appealing strongly to those who appreciate the presentation
of the greatest weight in the smallest superficies." The report
of the Illinois State Fair stated that she had a twelve months
calf at Bapton Manor which is held by Mr. Willis at 1000 guineas.
She has two recorded calves, dropped in 1899 and 1900. Mr. E. S.
Kelly, who ovmed Bapton Pearl for four years, states that she was
a very successful show heifer for three years in England; and that
she is the dam of Bapton Diamond and White Hall Sultan, two bulls
which he considers among the greatest breeding bulls of recent
times. Bapton Pearl is a Scotch cow.
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CENTENNIAL ISABELLA 30th, vol. 45, p. 1102.
1st as calf, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
Sweepstakes, any "beef breed under one year old,
Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In herd of bull and four heifers, under two years,
bred by exhibitor, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
The report of the Columbian Exposition says of her:- "She has
a great back and capital flanks, full neck veins and short, neat
under-pinning, altogether a rare specimen and quite entitled to
her prize." The American herd books credit her with, one calf,-
dropped in 1897. Messrs. J. and ¥. Russell, who bred and owned
this cow, write that Stanley, Isabella 5th, and Isabella were the
most prominent prize winners in her ancestry ; Isabella is con-
sidered chiefly responsible for Centennial Isabella 30th 's excel-
lence,- Isabella was a first prize winner at Toronto in 1878 in a
ring of 17 imported cows, one of them a first prize winner at the
English Royal; Centennial Isabella 30th had no pronounced faults
as a breeding animal nor as a show animal; she was a good milker,
was unusually thick and even in flesh and had a strong constitution
and good feeding quality; she produced several calves, to which her
feeding quality and strong constitution were transmitted with great-
er certainty than were any other characteristics; the females of
her produce were better than the males; she failed to breed and
was sent to the butcher at about seven years of age. Her pedigree
shows a combination of Scotch and Booth blood.
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CHINA, vol. 33, p. 969.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1890.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1890.
No description of China is at hand; she has no recorded
produce. In "breeding, China carries Scotch, Bates, Booth, and
American "blood.
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CICELY, vol. 48, p. 218.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Pan American, 1901.
1st as three year old, Hew York State Pair, 1901.
Senior champion, New York State P&ir, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, New York State Pair, 1901.
1st as three year old cow, Toronto Exposition, 1901.
1st as aged cow, International, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, International, 1901.
In the report of the International, Cicely is described thus:
"Her carcass is hooped like a hogshead, with wonderful arch and
spread of rib, carried to a depth that is altogether out of the
ordinary, and covered as smoothly as can be to a great depth on
back, loin, and rib. The head is that of a feeder - short and
broad and yet feminine, while the great breadth of bosom is carried
evenly back. The weakness of this cow is at the rumps, which are
somewhat gaudy. 11 Cicely is the dam of one recorded calf, dropped
in 1902. Her pedigree shows her to be of Scotch breeding.
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CORAL, vol. 40, p. 557.
2d as one year old, New York State pair, 1896.
3d as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
The press reports of 1897 describe her as "a very fine sort -
square-framed and right on the ground, with "beautiful shoulders
and a grand loin". ... "a grand-"backed heifer with great heart-
girth and deep twist and not excessively fat is an ex-
ceptionally strong heifer and in splendid "bloom." She has three
recorded calves, one calved in each of the years 1898, 1899, and
1900. Her pedigree shows her to be a Scotch cow, rich in the blood
of Cumberland, Roan Gauntlet, Champion of England, and Pride of
the Isles.
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DORA 6th, vol. 38, p. 365.
2d as calf, Iowa State pair, 1892.
In 1st prize calf herd, Iowa State Pair, 1892.
2d as calf, Nebraska State P&ir, 1892.
In 2d prize young herd, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
1st as one year old, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
The report of the Columbian Exposition states that Dora 6th
was clearly entitled to first prize "on account of her fine finish,
smoothness, depth and flesh. She is exceedingly even about the
shoulders and grand through the heart; has a fine back and loin,
and stands very near to the ground." She has one recorded calf,
dropped in 1896. Mr. B. 0. Cowan, who bred Dora 6th and owned her
for two years, writes that very few of her ancestors were prize
winners; her ancestors were above the average as regards longevity
and prolificacy; her greatness as a breeding cow is credited chiefly
to Scottish Lord and Bell Duke of Thorndale; her show qualities are
credited to the combination of the blood of Scottish Lord with that
of the Young Mary family represented by her dam; she lost her first
calf in shipment and produced only two others; she died quite
young. Dora 6th has a Scotch sire and a Bates-topped American dam.
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DOROTHEA , vol. 45, p. 645.
3d as aged cow, Minnesota State Fair, 1900.
2d as aged cow, International, 1900.
3d as aged cow, International, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
In 1900 the press described her thus:- "A very sweet and hand-
some cow, one of the most taking types we have seen in
many a day right at the ground, very finely modeled about
the "bosom, neck and shoulders, and of generous breadth of back."
In 1901 she was "quite on the verge of being overdone
,
some appearance of unevenness and softness in her flesh being ap-
parent." Tour calves from her have been recorded, calved from
February, 1899 to July, 1903. Dorothea carries a combination of
Scotch, Bates, and Booth blood.
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ELLA KENNEDY , v . 40
,
p . 368
.
2d as calf, Wisconsin State Fa ir, 1895.
1st as one ;year old,Minnesota State Pair, 1896.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State F&ir, 1896.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State F&ir, 1897.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1897.
2d as aged ccw, Minnesota State Fair, 1898.
2d as aged cow, Minnesota. State Fair, 1899.
The report of the Minnesota. State Fair of 1897 says:- "In her
shoulders, fore-rib, loin and flanks she is great, and, while she
has a tendency to grow excessively fat, she has "been held level "by
skillful management. Browndale has given the show yard no better
heifer than Ella Kennedy in her present form." A report of the
same show for 1898 calls her "a cow of marked merit." She has five
recorded calves, dropped from February 1898 to January, 1902. Her
first calf, Spicy of Browndale 8th "by Victor Browndale was success-
fully shown. Mr. H. F. Brovtfi writes that her sire and dam were the
most prominent prize winners in her ancestryi ancestors were medium
as regards longevity and prolificacy; Scotch blood is given the
credit for her success "both as a show animal and as a "breeder;
spring of rib and shortness of leg were her strong points; her fault
was an unevermess of flesh; produced six calves, nearl}' all of show
yard merit; ceased to breed at nine years and was butchered. Ella
Kennedy was a Scotch bred cow; the name of Pride of the Isles ap-
pears particularly often in her pedigree.
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IMPRESS 12th, vol. 48, p. 218.
2d as aged cow, Illinois State Fair, 1901.
2d as aged cow, New York State Fair, 1901.
In 3d prize herd, New York State Pair , 1901.
2d as aged cow, International, 1901.
1st as four year old, Toronto, 1901.
The report of the Illinois State Pair stated:- "Empress 12th
is a type that will appeal irrestibly to all as a matron in ohe
"breeding herd. ..... The head is sweetly feminine, the horn
incurved, while the smoothness of shoulder and the evenness of the
a,rch of rib from chine to loin is the perfection of modeling of
"bovine form. The cow is beautifully proportioned A type
in scale, form, distribution of flesh, quality, and breeding
character A little uneven at tail-head; flesh soft, due
maybe to treacle." Mr. Thomas Stanton writes that Colonel Lowden
returned this cow to Mr. Piatt, on account of her having failed
to breed. Her pedigree shows a great deal of Bates blood, many
of her ancestors appear seldom in pedigrees of cattle in this
country.
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GAY LAVENDEE , vol. 41, p. 725.
1st as one year old, St. Louis, 1895.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1895.
Sv/eepstaices under two years, Illinois State Fair, 1895.
2d as two year old, Illinois State F&ir, 1896.
2d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1896.
The report of the Illinois State Fair of 1895 stated:- "Gay
Lavender is one of the handsomest and sweetest heifers that the
show yard has furnished for many a day. In shortness of leg, depth
and rotundity of rio , thickness and evenness of flesh,,and handsome
finish of head and horn she is an outstanding good one. She is a
little cow, rather than heifer, with a wonderful ripeness." As a
two year old she was overdone, "but "a grand specimen of the most
profitable feeding type of Short-Horns." She has three recorded
calves, one calved in 1896, the second (The Lad for Me) in 1897,
and a third in 1900. In "breeding, she is Scotch. The name of
Comberland appears twice in the third generation.
Ill
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GAY MARY, vol. 39, p. 682.
1st as two year old, St. Louis, 1892.
1st as t wo y e ar old, Ohio State Pair, 1892.
1st as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1893.
1st as aged cow, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
Best female, any age, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 3d prize herd, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
In 1st prize herd, Indiana State Pair, 1894.
As an aged cow, she was sa.id to be deep, low, table-backed;
she had great substance and flesh, but her shoulders were not
perfect. She has no recorded produce. Her pedigree shows Scotch
and Booth blood in her sire, and Bates and American blood in her
dam.
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GWENDOLINE 2d, vol. 35, p. 775.
1st as aged cow, Nebraska State F&ir, 1897.
Gwendoline 2d was said to have been "undoubtedly one of the
most valuable Short-Horn cows in the West." When shown at Illinois
State Pair in 1897 she was not in high enough condition to win,
but was described as being short-legged, wide and deep, and as
having marked quality, character, and udder development. Eight
of her calves have been recorded, the first calved September 29,
1890, the last on January 7, 1900. No information as to the kind
of stock she produced was received from her owner or breeder.
Gwenallen, one of her calves, was shown with seme success, but
never became very noted. Cupbearer, the sire of this cow, is of
Scotch breeding; he was at one time, about 1888, the champion bull
of America. Gwendoline, the dam of Gwendoline 2d, was bred by
Amos Cruickshank and is especially rich in the blood of Champion
of England and Scotland's Pride.
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JULIA MARSHAL, vol. 54, p. 574.
1st as calf, New York State Pair, 1898.
2d as one year old, New York State Pair, 1899.
2d as one year old, Michigan State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1899.
1st as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, New York State Pair, 1900.
3d as two year old, Indiana State P&ir, 1900.
2d as two year old, Illinois State P&ir , 1900.
In fifth prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
7th as aged cow, Kansas City, 1901.
As a calf she was described as "a real plum in every respect,
a wide-backed, large- quartered, deep-bodied, mellow calf that has .
not been overdone, but is just right for going on with." In 1900
the reports stated,- "with all of her width and substance there is
some little lack of feminine character that detracts from her
otherwise remarkable form. " In 1901 she showed the effects of
"over kindness at the meal bin." Three calves from this cow are
recorded. Mr. Maurice Douglas states that Sharon Marshal and
Young Marshal were the most noted prize winners in her ancestry;
Young Marshal and Princess Alice are given credit for her success
in both showing and breeding; her ancestors were above the average
. as regards longevity and prolificacy; she had good opportunities
as a show cow and as a breeder; her strong points were constitu-
tion, size, and finish. Scotch, Booth, and Bates blood is combined
in the pedigree of Julia Marshal. Her sire and dam were half
brother and sister.
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LADY SHARON" 3d, vol. 41, p. 309.
1st as calf, Indiana State pair, 1896.
1st as calf, Wisconsin State pair, 1896.
1st as calf, New York State Pair, 1896.
3d as calf, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
Junior champion, New York State pair, 1896.
Junior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1896.
In 1st group, two produce of one cow, Indiana
State Pair, 1896.
2d as one year old, Wisconsin State P^ir, 1897.
2d as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
2d as one year old, Ohio State pair, 1897.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1897,
2d as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1898.
3d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1898.
2d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 189o.
1st as two year old, St. Louis, 1898.
In 1st group of four, produce of one cow, Indiana
State Pair, 1898.
Reports in 1396 state,- "the reviewing po/er was captivated
by the lovely head, the bulging neck veins, the full flanks, the
fine back and square, ..ell-filled quarters of the sweet, ripe
daughter of Young Marshal." As a yearling she was not quite
smoothly fleshed over the ribs; as a two year old she was "low of
leg, round of rib and rich in her skin, but rolling a bit about
her loin." Pour calves from her are recorded, calved from December
1898 to March, 1902. Mr. Maurice Douglas writes of her that she
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produced three calves while in his herd, all of which were of show
yard merit i they inherited "finish and quite a little size" more
certainly than any other characteristic of their dam. She had
tuberculosis and was killed. Only one calf is recorded as "being
bred "by Mr. Douglas, so she has probably produced five or six
calves. Her sire was a successful show bull and her dam produced
several show animals. She carries Scotch, Bates, and Booth blood
abundant in the order mentioned.
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LADY SHARON" 4th, vol. 42, p. 426.
1st as calf, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
3d as calf, Wisconsin State Pair, 1897.
2d as calf, Ohio State pair, 1897.
2d as calf, New York State Pair, 1897.
1st as one year old, New York State pair, 1898.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
Junior champion, Illinois State pair, 1398.
3d as one year old, St. Louis, 1898.
In 1st group of two, produce of one cow, Illinois
State Pair, 1898.
In 1st group of four, produce of one cow, Indiana
State Pair, 1898.
1st as two year old, Michigan State Pair, 1899.
1st as two year old, Indiana State pair, 1899,
In 1st group, produce of one cow, Indiana State Pair, 1899
1st as two year old, New York State pair, 1899.
Senior champion, New York State Pair, 1899.
2d as aged cow, Michigan State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged cow, International, 1900.
Senior champion, International, 1900.
5th as aged cow, Pan American, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Michigan State Pair, 1901.
5th as aged cow, International, 1901.
In third group of two, produce of one cow,
International, 1901.
3d as aged cow, New York State pair, 1901.
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In 2d prize herd, New York State Pair, 1901.
2d as four year old cow, Toronto Exposition, 1901.
As a calf she was described as being very early maturing, and
as having a "beautiful front, a remarkable depth and width and a
very attractive finish. She maintained her form as a yearling,
but as an aged cow she was not in the best of bloom and showed the
effects of too heavy feeding. As an aged cow she was very massive,
and had a beautiful front, great arch of rib and remarkable depth
of flesh. She has three caires recorded, calved from December,
1899 to March, 1902. According to Mr. Maurice Douglas, constitu-
tion, size, finish, and wealth of flesh were her strongest points
;
Young Marshal was the most noted prize-winner in her ancestry,
-
and a combination of his blood with that of a Bates and Booth dam
is credited for her greatness both as a show animal and as a
breeder; was fed too hard for a breeding cow; produced four calves,
all from sires having show yard merit and all being of show yard
merit, themselves; constitution and size were the characteristics
which she transmitted with greatest certainty; she died of old age,
the result of being forced too hard; is a full sister to Lady
Sharon 3d. Her pedigree shows a combination of Scotch, Bates, and
Booth blood, abundant in the order mentioned.
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LADY VALENTINE, vol. 43, p. 1110.
1st as calf, St. Louis, 189?.
2d as calf, Wisconsin State Pair , 1897.
1st as calf, Ohio State Fair, 1897.
Junior champion, St. Louis, 1897.
In 2d group, four get of one "bull, Illinois
State pair, 1898.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
1st as one year old, Indiana State pair, 1898.
In 2d, two produce of one cow, Illinois State pair, 1398.
In 2d, two produce of one cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as two year old, Illinois State pair, 1899.
1st as aged cow. Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged coy/, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
3d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged cow, Kansas City, 1900.
As a calf, Lady Valentine was described as being Droad-headed,
full-bo soiled, wide topped, -ide through the thigh; had a fine coat
of hair and was inclined to droop in the back; as a yearling,
she lacked smoothness at the tail-head; was heavily fleshed, and a
capital specimen of early maturity; in her two year old form she
had remarkable breadth and thickness of ribs and loin and very
bulging neck vein; as an aged cox; she lacked smoothness at tail-
head and shoulders; had a beautiful front, great heart development,
and even flesh. She has one calf recorded, Valley Count, the third
prize yearling at the 1901 International. Her pedigree snows Scotch
Bates, and Booth blood, the Scotch being most abundant.
I—
'
—__=___=—
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L0UA1T OP BEOYICDALE 2d, vol. 36, p. 377.
2d as aged cow, Indiana State pair, 1894.
2d as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1894.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1894.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Fair, 1894.
1st as aged, cow, St. Louis Pair, 1894.
1st as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1895.
Sweepstakes cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1895.
Female champion, Minnesota State Fair, 1895.
1st as aged cow, St. Louis Pair, 1895.
Sweepstakes over two years, St. Louis Pair, 1895.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1896.
Champion cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged cow, Wisconsin State pair, 1896.
2d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
In 1894 she was described as an evenly fleshed, wide-rib"bed
cow of fine scale, larg
,
smooth, but somewhat up-standing, shown
with a "sappy, well-haired calf" at foot. In 1895 she was said to
have a great back, a wealth of flesh, and an excellent udder. She
was said to be in better form in 1896 than in 1895 and was "fresh
as a daisy." She has five recorded calves, dropped from April, 1894
to January, 1899. Mr. H. P. Brown, v.ho owned this cow for four
years, writes that her excellence was generally recognized when she
was two years old; a combination of Booth, Scotch and Bates is
credited for her greatness as a breeding animal (it is of interest
to note that she does not carry this combination of blood); her
chief fault was a little too great length of leg; her outstanding
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good points were straightness of top and "bottom lines, mellowness
of flesh, and style; she was a regular "breeder, produced six calves
while in Mr. Brown's herd and is still breeding; all of her calves
possessed show yard merit and two of them were successfully shown;
Queen of the Louans is the most noted of her produce; her produce
are good breeders. Her pedigree shows her to he a Bates cow,
especially rich in the "blood of 14th Duke of Thorndale, whose name
appears four times in the fifth generation.
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LUCY AIT1T, vol. 43, p. 964.
Junior champion, St. Louis Pair, 1898.
2d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged cow, Michigan State Pair, 1900.
2d as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1900.
5th as aged cow, International, 1900.
4th as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
4th as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1901.
4th as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
In 4th prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
In 1898, Lucy Ann was described as "a very thick heifer."
In the report of the 1900 International it was said, "She is one
that was fitted well and turned out smoothly She carries
a lot of meat in very smooth form, and is nicely finished about
the head, but has a bit of hollow in her back, and stands a little
high behind." The herd books credit her with three calves, one
dropped in 1900, one in 1902, and a third in 1904. Her pedigree
shows a combination of Bates, Scotch, Booth, and American blood.
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LUSTRE, vol. 40, p. 862.
2d as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1894.
3d as two year old, Indiana State Fair, 1895.
1st as two year old, St. Louis, 1895.
2d as aged cow, St. Louis, 189 7.
3d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 189 7.
2d as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
2d as aged ccw, Wisconsin State P&ir, 1897.
As an aged cow, Lustre was described thusj- "Slie is a very
..ide cow with a big middle and an ususual covering on her back and
ribs, although a bit lumpy about the loins and failing s omewhat in
her quarters; very sweet of head, round of barrel and deep of
flesh." Lustre has one recorded calf, dropped December 28, 1895.
Her pedigree shows a combination of Scotch, Booth, Bates, and Amer-
ican blocd, the Scotch being most abundant.
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MARY ABBOTSBURN" 7th, vol. 39, p. 612.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1894.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1894.
1st as one year old, Ohio State Pair, 1894.
1st as two year old, New York State Pair, 1895.
Champion cow, New York State Pair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1895.
Champion cow, New York State Pair, 1895.
2d as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged cow, New York State Pair, 1896.
Champion cow, New York State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State pair, 1896.
Champion cow, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
1st as aged cow, New York State pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, St. Louis pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
Champion cow, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1897.
Champion cow, Wisconsin State pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1897.
Champion cow, Illinois State pair, 1897.
1st as aged cow, St. Louis pair, 1898.
Champion cow, S"&. Louis Pair, 1898.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State pair, 1898.
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Champion cow, Illinois State Pair, 1898.
1st as aged cow, Indiana State .Pair, 1898.
Champion cow, Indiana State P&ir, 1898.
Describing her in 1894 the report of the Illinois State Pair
stated,- "the thickness and evenness of her flesh, her symmetry
from end to end, her sappiness and quality must be seen and felt
to he appreciated." In 1895 the press stated:- "She has developed
nicely and is certainly one of the best of the "breed seen in recent
years. Her scale, her smoothness, and her wealth of flesh enable
her to enter fearlessly any company, and she was easily the female
champion of the breed." As an aged cow, in 1896, it was said of
her,- "This grand roan daughter of the 'great bull' is herself
again after her first calf, only grown a little deeper and wider,
and possibly a bit more prominent in the hook bones. Her broad
back holds up well, and she walks with a majestic strength as
though to push past all opposition." In 1897 she was said to be
in fine bloom. The report of the Indiana State Pair in 1898 reads
thus concerning her:- "Mary Abbotsburn 7th has now been champion
three years and has left three calves in the Avon Springs herd,
and the size of her udder entitles her to high rank among the
'double-deckers' in nice bloom, with flesh of remarkable
firmness, considering her repeated parturition." This cow has six
calves recorded in the herd books, calved from December, 1895 to
March, 1902. Mr. Maurice Douglas writes that her excellence was
generally recognized when she was a yearling J her strongest points
and the chief factors having to do . ith her success are size. ,
most
quality, and breed characteristics; Young Abbotsburn was theA noted
prize-winner in her ancestry; Bates blood, through her dam, is
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considered chiefly responsible for her success as a "breeding ani-
mal, .hile the "blend between Bates and Scotch "blood is considered
chiefly responsible for her success as a show animal; she had good
opportunities to establish a reputation, bath as a show animal and
as a breeder J she has produced eight calves, among them was one
heifer that failed to breed; during the five years in which she
was in Mr. Douglas 1 herd she produced four calves, three of them
of show yard merit, and two of them were successfully shown; her
calves usually have scale, constitution, and quality, but some lack
finish; she is still vigorous and a sure breeder. Her pedigree
shows her to be sired by a Scotch bull and out of a cow rich in
Bates blood on an American foundation.
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MISSIE 165, vol. 47, p. 271.
1st as one year old, International, 1900.
2d as two year old, International , 1901.
2d as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
3d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
2d as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1901.
3d as two year old, Minnesota State P&ir, 1901.
In 3d prize herd, Iowa State P&ir, 1901.
3d as two year old, Louisville Inter-state pair, 1901.
2d as aged cow, Missouri Stace Pair, 1902.
3d as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Iowa State pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1902.
3d as aged cow, Kentucky State Pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, International, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Kansas City, 1902.
As a yearling the press stated of her:- "Her rich, mossy coat
of roan ha,ir, her beautiful feminine character, her extreme finish,
her shapely outlines, including a width of hack that older animals
do not often attain, her level, well-filled quarters and her deeply
fleshed thighs, together with a rare style and presence, combine
to class her among the rarities of excellence that our show yards
have brought ou b," Later in 1902, it was said, "a little more scale
and depth would help her." The herd books credit her with one calf,
dropped March 6
,
1902. She is of Scotch breeding, being bred by
Mr. Marr.
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MISS WILEY PHYLLIS, vol. 33, p. 404.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1888.
In 2d prize herd, Kansas City, 1888.
2d as a,ged cow, Kansas State Pair, 1889.
2d as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1889.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1889.
2d as aged cow, Nebraska State Pair, 1889.
1st as aged cow, Kansas State Pair, 1890.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1890.
1st as aged cow, Nebraska State Pair, 1890.
1st as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1890.
Reports of Illinois and Iowa shows for 1890 state:- "Miss
Wiley Phyllis was shown in milk. Her great scale and tremendous
spread of rib and loin proved too much for all competitors." . . .
"has a back that would answer for a banquet board. " Pour calves
are credited to her in the herd books, one calved in 1890, and one
in each of the years 1894, 1895, and 1896. Her pedigree shows a
combination of Scotch, Bates, and American breeding.
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MYSIE OP BROWDALE., vol. 39, p. 338.
2d as one year old, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
lstas two year old, St. Louis P&ir, 1894.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1894.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1894.
3d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1894.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1894.
2d as aged cow, Wisconsin State Pair, 1895.
2d as a.ged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1896.
She was described, as a two year old, thus:- "just a plain,
low-necked, legless Scotch "blocl£ of the stamp feeders recognize
all over the world as early maturers and rapid fatteners. She has
"breadth and depth without height. She is ripe as a peach as a
two-year-old She typifies the fat-stock show ideal of
greatest weight in smallest superficies. She ha.s deep cuts of
rich flesh where many cattle of a growthier, rangier type will put
on tallow. She is a "breeders' and feeders' model." She is the
dam of one recorded calf, calved in 1895. In breeding, this cow
carries a c ambination of Bates, Booth, and Scotch "blood.

14.3 I
1T0LA, vol. 44, p. 1005.
1st as calf, Wisconsin State Pair, 1898.
Junior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1898.
2d as one year old, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
2d as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
3d as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
3d as two year old, Kansas City Pair, 1900.
In 1898 she was said to be "a square-ended, wide-backed calf,
that shows the meaty loins of her sire, Blue Jeans." As a yearling,
she was "refined as well as meaty." In 1900, as a two year old it
was stated in the reports that she was "distinguished for refine-
ment and even distribution of flesh", that she was "especially nice
forward, but not so good in her quarters
,
w and that she was good in
arch of back ribs, breadth of loin, and quality of flesh. She has
no recorded produce. Mr. Maurice Douglas writes that Nola was in
his herd for two years and was shown for four years; her excellence
was generally recognized in 1898 and 1899; her success is attributed
to her thick flesh, Short-Horn character, and great finish; Blue
Jeans, the sire, was the most noted prize winner in her ancestry;
both sire and dam are still breeding at ten and thirteen years
respectively; her success as a show animal is credited to the ex-
cellence of her sire and to her dam's being a typical dairy Short-
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Hern; she had every chance as a show animal, hut v/as not bred until
nearly three years old, then she lost her calf from the effects
of a railroad wreck and always aborted afterwards; her outstanding
good points were great wealth of flesh, a compact form, and "a
world cf character;" she left no produce; was exported to England
for beef. Her pedigree sSaows a combination of Scotch, Bates, Booth,
and American blood.
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NORA.* S VALENTINE, vol. 43, p. 1110.
2d as calf, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
2d as calf , Indiana State Pair, 1896.
1st as one year old, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
1st as one year old, Missouri State Pair, 1897.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 189 7.
,
Nora's Valentine was described as"a well-grown, level calf
that looks like coming into a strong yearling''; as a yearling she
showed great feeding character and was wonderfully developed for
age, but was not level in her flesh. She was' shown in 1898 and
was then said to have "a splendid heart girth, rotundity of carcass,
great depth of flesh and uneven "back." She was a little narrow at
tail-head. Nora's Valentine is the dam of three recorded calves,
dropped in 1899, 1901, and 1902. She was the first calf sired "by
St. Valentine, the great show bull. Her pedigree shows a combina-
tion of Scotch, Bates, Booth, and American blood.
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OHIO GIRL, vol. 39, p. 281.
1st as calf, St. Louis Pair, 1891.
1st as calf, Ohio State Fair , 1891.
1st as calf, Indiana State Pair, 1891.
1st as one year old, Ohio State Pair, 1892.
2d as two year old, Indiana State F&ir, 1893.
In 2d prize herd, Indiana State Pair, 1893.
Reports of the 1891 shows stated:- "She is simply a peach and
in the fullest "bloom" "shows a beautifully spread "back
and loin." She has no recorded produce. Her pedigree shows a
combination of Bates, Booth, and American "blood.
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0RA1TGE BLOSSON OP FAIRVIEW 3d, vol. 50, p. 908.
1st as calf, Kansas City, 1901.
6th as senior yearling, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, St. Louis, 1904.
Reserve senior champion, S^. Louis, 1904.
As a calf the reports of the shows characterized her as "wide
'J
even, and sappy;" as a yearling she was considered "a rare combina-
tion of Short-Horn excellencies,"- with even and mellow flesh,
great heart girth and flanks, a.nd square, well-filled hind quarts' s;
as an aged cow,- "She is a red of marvelous breadth, smoothness
and finish, well-nigh defying criticism except for a little droop
on the hind quarters. Rich in feminine character as well as car-
cass., of medium size and much weight for her inches, furnished
lavishly with flesh throughout and as smooth as could be wrought
with a chisel. She has one recorded calf, calved in 1903. Her
breeders, Messrs. Purdy Bros, attribute her success to a judicious
blending of Bates, Booth, and Cruickshank blood; they know of no
prize . inner in her ancestry; ancestors were above average as re-
gards longevity and prolificacy; both sire and dam were fine animals
|
she had great heart girth, broad chest, good back, and deep flesh
of good quality; tail-head was faulty. Mr. Chas. E. Ladd, her
present owner, attributes her success to her great feeding quali-
ties, and thickness and smoothness of flesh; thinks she was fed for
showing rather than for breeding the first two years; is a little
short in hind quarters; has produced one calf; is still a breeder.
Her pedigree shows a combination of Scotch, Bates, and Booth breed-
ing.
—=——— —— = =
—
~ = =1
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PRIMA DONNA, vol. 40, p. 557.
1st as one year old, Ohio State pair, 1895.
1st as two year old, New York State Pair, 1396.
2d as aged cow, New York State Pair, 1897.
2d as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
2d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1897.
2d as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1898.
As a yearling Prima Donna was "a great heifer, modeled after
the best type - low to the ground, of ample size, great width,
remarkable depth of flesh and unusual smoothness and finish:" as
an aged cow in 189? sne was described as a strikingly handsome cow
of "beautiful quality and much substance, grandly fronted, with
r
ample flesh distributed smoothly. She has two calves recorded, one
calved ih-1399, the other in 1900. Prima Donna's sire and dam
were successfully shown. Her breeding is a combination of Scotch,
Bates, and American blood.
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ROSEMARY 5th, vol. 36, p. 761.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1891.
1st as one year old, Iowa State Fair, 1891.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Fair, 1891.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Fair, 1891.
2d as two year old, Iowa State Fair, 1892.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Fair, 1892.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1892.
The press stated:- "Rosemary 5th is of an excellent meaty
sort, smooth, level " Nine of her calves have "been re-
corded calved from November, 1892 to September, 1902; is the dam
of Royal Vanguard 152552. Mr. H. F. Brown writes that her excel-
lence was generally recognized when she was a calf; of her ancestors
Hospodar, Burgomaster, Breadalbane, and Lord Raglan were prize
winners; the Rosemary family are noted as breeders and for longevi-
ty, also as show cattle; Rosemary 5th was heavy in flesh, short-
legged, well sprung in rib, and a little too fleshy and patchy at
tail head; all of her calves possess show yard merit, even if not
from show bulls; her produce inherits her breeding qualities with
greater certainty than any other of her characteristics; was sold
at public sale at 11 years of age; is still, breeding ; Mr. Brown
considers her one of the very best breeding cows ever owned at
Browndale. She is Scotch bred, and Mr. Brown credits her success
to this fact.
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ROSE PRINCESS, vol. 42, p. 927.
1st as one year old, Iowa State Fair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
In 1st prize group, produce of one coy/, Illinois
State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1399.
2d as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
2d as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
Senior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
2d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
3d as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
1st as two yearold, Kansas City, 1900.
1st as two year old, International, 1900.
4th as aged cow, International, 1901.
2d as aged cow, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
In 1st group, produce of one cow, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
In 2d prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
3d as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
2d as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Louisville Inter-state Pair, 1901.
In 1st group of two, the produce of one cow,
International, 1901.
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As a calf she was reported to "be "refined as well as meaty;"
as a yearling she was said to "be a very smooth, evenly "balanced
heifer, standing very near to the ground, and dropping a bit in
the back; as an aged cow she was considered one of the most per-
fect cows of her inches that has ever been shown,- rich without
being overdone, smooth, thick, neat, and one that would weigh more
than her appearance would indicate. She has one recorded calf,
dropped in 1901. Mr, !P. W. Harding, in whose herd she was for one
year, writes that he attributes her success mainly to her good
sire and dam and Scotch breeding; the most prominent prize winners
in her ancestry were Alice's Prince and Rosebud; her ancestors
were of average longevity and prolificacy; she was always pushed
for show purposes; her chief faults were a narrow twist and a
slight drop at juncture of neck and shoulder; her outstanding good
points were character, width, smoothness, and a strong back; she
produced one fairly g^od calf; died of tick-fever at Charleston,
South Carolina. She was of Scotch, Bates, and Booth blood, but
the Scotch was by far the most abundant.
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RUBERTA, vol. 45, p. 1084.
1st as calf, Iowa State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Iowa State Pair, .1899.
1st as calf, Indiana State Pair, 1899.
1st as calf, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as calf, Wisconsin State Pair, 1899.
1st as calf, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
Junior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1900.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Wisconsin State Pair, 1900.
1st as one year old, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
Champion female, Indiana State Pair, 1900.
1st as one year old, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1900.
1st as one year old, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
Junior champion, Iowa State Pair, 1900.
1st as one year old, International, 1900.
Junior champion, International, 1900.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
Senior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, International, 1901.
Senior champion, International, 1901.
Grand champion, International, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, International } 1901.
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1st as two year old, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
Female champion in open class, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, Iowa State Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
Senior champion, Indiana State Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Nebraska State Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as two year old, Louisville Inter-state Pair, 1901.
Senior champion, Louisville Inter-state Pair, 1901.
Champion female of any age, Louisville Inter-state
Pair, 1901.
1st as two year old, Missouri State Pair, 1901.
Champion cow, Missouri State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Missouri State Pair, 1902.
Champion cow, Missouri State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
Champion cow, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged ccw, Iowa State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged ccw, Wisconsin State Pair, 1902.
2d as aged cow, Kentucky State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
Grand champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Kansas City, 1902.
1st as aged cow, International, 1902.
3d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1904.
5th as aged cow, Kansas City, 1904.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1904.
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Press reports pronounced her in 1399,- "one of the ripest
calves we have ever seen;" in 1900, "To the minds of many Short-
Horn men around the ring she was the greatest yearling they had
ever seen;" in 1902 she was "wide and level and wonderfully well
furnished in hind quarters and twist." She has made a show record
which is probably unequal ed in America. A detailed description of
her could do no more than to enumerate her various points and say
that all were good. She has two recorded calves, one calved in
1902 and one in 1903; she also produced a calf in 1904. The calf
of 1902, Rubertress, has been a prize winner. Ruberta is rich in
Scotch "blood; seme Booth blood is introduced through Captain Cook,
Crown Prince of Athelstane 2d, and Athelstane 7th, but the Scotch
blood is by far the most abundant.
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SA1LIE GIRL, vol. 43, p. 886.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
Senior champion, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1899.
The report of the Illinois State Pair for 1899 states:- "At
four years of age this remarkable cow carries a weight well up to-
wards 2000 pounds in the smallest possible compass. She is as fine
a type of the up-to-date Short-Horn female as Mr. Westrope's Sweet
Violet, and there is more of her. She has magnificent spread of
rib and loin, extraordinary heart-girth, astonishing depth of good
flesh, stands on the shortest of legs and her sweetly feminine face
is ornamented by an unusually pretty pair of horns. ... is rapidly
growing too ripe, and the tie on her back and a tendency to soften
in ha-dling admonishes that her bloom is passing. " Sallie Girl
has one recorded calf, dropped in 189S. Messrs. W. T. Miller &
Sons ,who bred this cow and owned her for five years , write that her
excellence was generally recognized hen she was four years old;
her success is attributed to her excellent conformation; Royal
Hero and 3d Gem Duchess of Ashburn were the most noted prize win-
ners in her ancestry; Royal Hero and the Duchess family are given
chief credit for her greatness, both as a, breeder and as a show
animal; she had a good chance, both as a breeder and as a show
animal; had no faults J produced two calves, both sold, and neither
of show yard merit; was sold April 26, 1900 for $1700; is owned
at present by W. . Minor, Hepner
,
Oregon. She carries a combina-
tion of Scotch, Bates, and American blood.
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SPICY OP BROWNDALE 4th, vol. 41, p. 352.
2d as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1895.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1696.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 189 7.
1st as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1898.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1898.
1st as aged cow, Omaha, 1898.
Senior champion, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
Press reports characterize her as a tv/o year old as follows:
"S e is "big, "broad, deeiJ, thick, true, and her rich furnishing of
flesh is carried without a lump. Wide at the top, full in the
flanks and near to the ground . . . probably the "best heifer Brown-
dale has yet produced." As an aged cow, she maintained her form and
increased in size, up to nearly 1900 pounds in 1898. She has two
calves credited to her in the herd "books, one calved in 1898, the
other in 1900. Mr. H. F. Brown writes that "both sire and dam were
prominent prize winners; her strong points were smoothness and extra
covering with the "best quality of flesh especially on loin and hack
..here all others fail; she was not very successful as she was a poor
milker and an irregular breeder; she produced three calves, two of
them of show yard merit and from sires of show yard merit; was sold
to Mr. W. I . Wood at public sale for $1100 when seven years old;
met with an accident and was killed. In breeding, Spicy of Brown-
dale 4th was Scotch, and particularly rich in the blood of Pride of
the Isles.
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SULTANA, vol. 42, p. 1149.
1st as calf, Illinois State P&ir, 1895.
1st as calf, Indiana State Pair, 1895.
2d as calf, St. Louis State Pair, 1895.
1st as yearling, Indiana State Pair, 1896.
2d as yearling, Illinois State Pair, 1896.
1st as two year old, Illinois State Pair, 1897.
2d as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1897.
2d as two year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 189?.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1897.
2d as two year old, St. Louis, 1897.
2d as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1899.
3d as aged cow, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
Sultana, as a calf, had a strong and level back, "but was too
long-legged and lacked depth of rib; as a yearling, she was ex-
ceptionally good in front and well sprung in rib, but flesh was
slightly uneven on top and at rump. She evidently maintained her
form well through 1897, but in 1899 was declared to be "rather
overdone for this year's work." She has one calf recorded, calved
in 1898. Her sire was the noted show bull, Gay Monarch; her dam
carries a combination of Scotch, Bates, and Booth breeding.
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SWEET VIOLET 2d, vol. 41, p. 841.
1st as calf, Nebraska State Pair, 1896.
1st as one year old, Minnesota State Pair, 1897.
2d as two year old, Trans-Mississippi, Omaha, 1898.
1st as aged cow, Iov/a State Pair, 1899.
Champion cow, Iov/a State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged cov/, Minnesota State Pair, 1899.
1st as aged cov/, Nebraska State Pair, 1900.
Champion cov/, Nebraska State Pair, 1900.
1st as aged cov/, Iov/a State Pair, 1900.
4th as aged cow, Kansas City, 1901.
As a tv/o year old, at the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, she
was "neat, refined, low, "broad, blocky, ripe at an early age, and
the breediest looking heifer in the whole company." In 1900 as
an aged cow she showed roughness of hips and rump, and in 1901 her
back was faulted on account of sagging a little. Nevertheless as
an aged cov; she was "a particularly fine representative of the
modern type that presents compactness of frane and a union of flesh
with quality and finidi • " Pour calves from her are recorded, one
calved in each of the years 1899, 1900, 1901, and 1903. One of
them, Sweet Violet 4th, by Nonpareil King was 2d prize heifer calf
at the Iov/a State Pair in 1902. Sweet Violet 2d is a choicely
bred Scotch cov/.
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VICTORIA OF G1E1TWOOD 8th, vol. 37, p. 825.
2d as one year old, Detroit, 1890.
1st as one year old, Wisconsin State Pair, 1890.
1st as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1891.
1st as two year old, Iov/a State Fair, 1891.
1st as two year old, Minnesota State Fair, 1891.
1st as aged gov/, Iov/a State Fair, 1892.
1st as aged cow, Wisconsin State Fair, 1892.
3d as aged co.;, Columbian Exposition, 1893.
Sweepstakes cow, Nebraska State Fair, 1893.
1st as aged cow, Iov/a State Fair, 1894.
Show yard reports state that she was too small and v.as down
a little in the back; her fore quarters and chine were remarkably
good; ..as sappy, neat and strong in constitution; had a splendid
coat of hair, a rich, mellow skin, and a great wealth of flesh;
she stood close to the ground and was considered "one of the best
'chunks* ever seen in the American show-yard." The Short-Horn herd
books credit her with two calves, one drooped in 1892, the other
in 1896. Mr. H. F. Brown writes that her excellence was generally
recognized at one year of age; Scotch blood is credited for her
success both as a breeder and as a show animal; had no faults as a
show animal; produced four calves, two of which, not sired by
particularly good show bulls, were successfully shown, the other
two of her calves possessed show yard merit; Victor of Browndale and
Golden Victor were her most noted calves; failed to breed at seven
years and was sold to the butcher. This cow is of Scotch breeding.
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VILLAGE BELLE 2d, vol. 48, p. 108.
6th as junior yearling, International, 1901.
2d as two year old, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
1st as two ^ear old, II linoisState Fair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Kentucky State Fair, 1902.
1st as two year old, Ohio State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Missouri State Pair, 1903.
Senior champion
1st as aged cow
Senior champion
1st as aged cow
Senior champion
1st as aged cow
Senior champion
1st as aged coy/
Senior champion
Grand champion,
1st as aged cow
Senior champion
Missouri State Fair, 1903.
Illinois State Fair, 1903.
Illinois State Pair, 1903.
Iowa State Pair, 1903.
Iowa State Pair, 1903.
Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
Minnesota State Pair, 1903.
Kansas City, 1903.
Kansas City, 1903.
Kansas City, 1903.
International, 1903.
International, 1903.
Press reports describe Village Belle 2d to be "of accurate
form, ample scale, and "beautiful character. She is among the
choicest products of the breed, possessing hulk and quality,
feminine refinement and "beef." She has no recorded produce.
Village Belle 2d is a Scotch bred cow.
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VILLAGE ROSE, vol. 47, p. 213.
3d as two year old, International, 1900.
4th as two year old, Louisville Inter-state Fair, 1901.
2d as aged cow, Indiana State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
Champion cow, Illinois State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Kentucky State Pair, 1902.
1st as aged cow, Ohio State Pair, 1902.
She was described as "being broad, level, dee.;, with flesh
packed deeply on fore roasts, back and loins, with generous ex-
panse of bosom and heft of hind quarters; in the rarest bloom,
lacking sweetness about head and horn. She has no recorded pro-
duce. In breeding, Village Rose is a Scotch-topped American sort,
carrying s cane Bates blood. Proud Duke 36660 carries some Bates
blood.
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YOUNG MATCHLESS, vol. 45, p. 777.
2d as aged cow, Minnesota State Fair, 1901.
3d as aged cot, Illinois State Pair, 1901.
1st as aged cow, Iowa State Fair, 1901.
3d as aged cow, Kansas City, 1901.
1st as aged cov/, Indiana. State Fair, 1901.
1st as aged cov;, Missouri State Fair, 1901.
In 1st prize herd, Iowa State Fair, 1901.
2d as aged cow, Louisville Inter-state Fair, 1901.
Report of the Iowa State Fair states:- "She is a tremendous
flesh carrier and big as a tent;- an extraordinary example of the
size to which Short-Horn cows attain under favorable condition. . .
Barring her gaudy rumps, Young Matchless must "be classed as one of
the greatest carcasses developed by the shows of recent years."
She weighed 2000 pounds. One calf is credited to her in the Short-
Horn nerd books. Scotch blood is most abundant in her pedigree;
some Bates blood is present. Her sire was a successful show bull
and sired many excellent animals.
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B U L I S
Name Years shown Blood lines
Alice's Prince 122593 1900- '01 Scotch, Bates
,
Booth.
Baron Cruickshank 3d
117968 1897 Scotch
Barrister 101724 1892 Scotch
Best of Archers
141832 1900, •01, •02 Scotch
Blue Jeans 125797 1898, •99 Scotch, Bates Booth, Amer.
Captain White 124133 1897, •98 Scotch, Bates Booth, Amer.
Ceremonious Archer
171479 1901, •02, •03 Sc otch
Cock Robin 192127 1901,
•04
•02, •03,
Scotch
Earl Fame 8th 107695 1892, •93 Bates, ;Booth
Gallant Knight 124468 1900, '01 Scotch, Bates
Gay Monarch 92411 1889,
'93,
•91,
'95
•92,
Scotch, Booth
Invincible Hampton
206226 1904 Scotch
Judge White 116082 1894, '96 Scotch, Bates Booth, Amer.
Justice 140578 1899, '00, '01 Scotch, Bates
King Edward 172814 1902, •03, •04 Scotch
Lavender Viscount
124775 1900, •01 Scotch
Master of the Grove
161374 1904 Scotch, Bates
Minnie's Royal 124782 1896, •97 Scotch, Bates Amer
.
Monitor 109140 1894, •95, •96 Scotch, Bates Booth, Amer.
Nominee 131262 1898, •99 Scotch, Bates Booth
Nonpareil Hero 170793 1901 Scotch, Bates
Nonpareil of Clover
Blossom 153672
1900,
'03,
•01,
•04
•02,
Scotch, Bates Amer.
t——=4
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Bulls - Continued.
Name Years shown Blood lines
Prince Armour 127794
Red Lad 149033
Royal Hero 113611
Sharon Marshal
121136
Star of the North
132076
St. Valentine 121014
The Lad for Me 140618
Tom Thumh 130420
Valiant 171067
Victor of Brovflidale
117621
Victor of Cedar Vale
130595
Viscount of Anoka
125081
Yeung Abt>ots"burn
110679
Young AbDotsourn 2d
124780
1898, '99, '00
1900, »01, '03
1896, '99
1895, »96, »97,
•98, »99, '00
1900
1895, '96, '97,
'98
1899, '00, '01
1898
1901
1893, '94, '95,
'96
1898
1897, '98, '99,
'00
1890, '91, '92,
'93
1898, '99, '00,
'01, '02
Scotch
Scotch, Bates, Booth
Scotch
Scotch, Bates, Booth
Sc etch
Scotch, Booth
Scotch, Booth
Scotch, Bates, Booth, Amer,
Scotch
Scotch
Scotch, Bates
Scotch, Bav>es
Scotch
Scotch, Bates, Booth
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COWS
Name Calves Years shown Blood lines
Bapton Pearl,
vol. 48, p. 368
2* 1900 Scotch
Centennial Isabella 30th,
vol. 45, p. 1102
1 1893 Scotch.,
Booth
Bates
,
China
,
vol. 33, p. 969
1890 Scotch,
Booth.,
Bates
Amer
.
Cicely,
vol. 48, p. 218
Coral
vol. 40, p. 557
1*
3
1901
1896, '97
Scotch
Scotch
Dora 6th,
vol. 38, p. 365
2 1892, •93 Scotch,
Amer.
Bates
Dorothea,
vol. 45, p. 645
4* 1900, •01 Scotch,
Booth
Bates
Ella Kennedy,
vol. 40, p. 368
6 1895,
•98, 1
•96, '97,
99
Scotch
Empress 12th,
vol. 48, p. 218
1901 Bates
Gay Lavender,
vol. 41, p. 725
3 1895, '96 Scotch
Gay Mary,
vol. 39, p. 682
1892, •93, »94 Scotch
,
Booth,
Bates
Amer.
Gwendoline 2d,
vol. 35, p. 775
8 1897 Scotch
Julia Marshal,
vol. 54, p. 574
3 1898,
'01
'99, '00, Scotch,
Booth
Bates
Lady Sharon 3d,
vol. 41, p. 309
3 1896, •97, »98 Scotch,
Booth
B?-tes
,
Lady Sharon 4th,
vol. 42, o. 426
4 1897,
'00, 1
'98, '99,
01
Scotch
Booth
Bates
Lady Valentine,
vol. 43, p. 1110
1 1897,
•00
•98, '99, Scotch,
Booth
Bates
Louan of Browndale 2d,
vol. 36, p. 377
6 1894, '95, '96 Bates
Lucy Ann
,
vol. 43, p. 964
3* 1898,
•01
•99, '00 Scotch,
Booth
,
Bates
Amer
.
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Cov/s - Continued.
Name Calves Years sh ovra Blood lines
Lustre
,
vol. 40, p. 862
1 1894, i/ 1 p n "h o "hU v \J OUil j
Booth, Amer,
Mary Abbotsfcurn 7th,
vol. 39, p. 612
8* 1894,
'97, '
'95
98
' 96 Q p r\ *f- p Vio u u oua j
Amer.
"R p i" <=>
Missie 165,
vol. 47, p. 271
1* 1901, ' 02 Sc o^fcoli
Miss Wiley Phyllis
vol. 33, p. 404
4 1888, 89 ' 90 Sc otch
Amer.
Bates
Mysie of Browndale,
vol. 39, p. 338
1 1893,
•96
' 94 • 9 5 op n "hp "hO n-* w uUxi. |
Booth
"R^ "h f* cs
ffola,
vol. 44, p. 1005
1898, '99
,
'00 Sc otch
Booth,
"Bs tes
Amer.
Bora's Valentine,
vol. 43, p. 1110
3 1896, •97 Sc otch
Booth,
"Rates
Amer.
Ohio Girl,
vol. 39, p. 281
1891, '92 • 93 Bates
Amer.
Booth.
Orange Blossom of Pairview
3d, vol. 50, p. 508
1* 1901, 1 02 ' 04. Sc otch
Bates
Booth
Prima Donna,
vol. 40, p. 557
2* 1899, • on CJr» otcb
Amer.
Rosemary 5th,
vol. 36, p. 761
9* 1891, tap » P? r» o "h c Vi
Rose Princess,
vol. 42, p. 927
1 1899, • 00 '01 Sc o "tc b
Booth
"Rn tfiSJ—' CO w w kj
,
Ruberta,
vol. 45, p. 1084
3 1900,
'04
• on 1 02 5p n't fin Booth
Sallie Girl,
vol. 43. o. 886
* -
2* 1899 Sc o tch
Amer.
Bat e s
Spicy of Browndale 4th,
vol. 41, p. 352
3 1895,
•98
• 9fi •97 c;p n"hcbkJ k> W Ul^-li
Sultana,
vol. 42, p. 1149
1* 1895,
•99
'96, '97, 5f o"hcViO v u yb 11
,
Booth
Sweet Violet 2d,
vol. 41, p. 841
4* 1896,
»99, '
•97,
00,
»98,
'01
Scotch
* Probably still breeding
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Cows - Continued.
Name Calves Years shown Blood lines
Victoria of Grlenwood 8th
vol. 37, p. 825
4 1890, »91,»92,
»93, «94
Sc otch
Village Belle 2d,
vol. 48, p. 108
0* 1901, •02,»03 Sr; otch
Villa-ge Rose,
vol. 47, p. 213
Young Matchless,
vol. 45, p. 777
0*
1*
1901, »02
1901
Scotch, Aner.
Scotch, Bates
* Probably still
, i. ,—
'
breeding.
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CONCLUSIONS.
The qualities which seemed to "be most prominent in the emi-
nently successful show cattle were wealth and smoothness of flesh,
and symmetry of form. "Breed character" was mentioned occasionally
in the description of the animals, hut beef form as indicated by
the points mentioned above seemed to be considered of the greatest
importance. Reference is often made to "the greatest weight in the
smallest superficies", only another way of expressing the presence
of the wealth and smoothness of flesh and symmetry of form.
The preceding tables show that only three of the thirty-nine
cows, and one of the thirty-six bulls carried no Scotch blood, or,
in other words, 94.65 percent of the animals carried at least some
Scotch blood. Twelve of the cows and fourteen of the bulls were
of Scotch blood exclusively; that is, 34.66 percent of the animals
studied were either bred in Scotland or descended from stock that
was bred there. The names of Champion of England, Royal Duke of
Gloster, Scotland's Pride, Pride of the Isles, Cumberland, Chan-
cellor, Dunblane, William of Orange, Field Marshal, Baron Victor,
Craven Knight, Gravesend, Gondolier, Barmpton, Royal Barmpton,
Caesar Augustus, and Barmpton Hero appeared particularly often.
This is orobably due in part to the fact that there was a "craze"
for Cruickshank bulls and that as a result, most of the people
who were accustomed to showing cattle used bulls rich in the
blood of the sires mentioned above. Besides, it is very probable
that owners of Scotch cattle give them better care and
opportunities to develop into choice individuals than
do owners of the so-called "plain" sort. This
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would account to some extent for the success of Scotch cattle, but
by no means entirely so. What would seem to be a more logical
conclusion is that the breeders recognized the super iority of the
Scotch cattle and have won with them because of their merits and
not simply on account of extra attention.
It seems, from the data at hand, that show cattle do produce
show cattle. The frequency with which the produce of Princess
Alice, of Gay Monarch, of St. Valentine, of the Lad for Me, of
Young Marshal, of Hero's Knight, of Star of the North, and of
Nonpareil Victor have won prizes surely points strongly to such a
conclusion.
As to prolificacy, we find that of the cows which are not
still breeding, twenty-four have produced sixty calves, according
to the reports received. This gives an average of 2.50 calves
per cow, surely a very low average. If all of the cows are includ-
ed we find that an average of 2.53 calves per cow is obtained. It
is very evident that some of the cows are of more than average
prolificsxy , while some produce only a. few calves, and still others
are barren. Of the last class there are three out of the thirty-
nine studied, at least, there a,re that many that have no recorded
produce, llo bulls were reported as being non-breeders, and in most
cases where reports were received on the point, the bulls were said
to be sure breeders and sires of good calves. Two exceptions are
to be noted.- Earl Fame 8th 107695 and Valiant 171067, neither of
which were good breeders, although it is not stated that they were
non-breeders.
So limited a study as the foregoing does not furnish sufficient
evidence to solve the problem which was undertaken. The data at
,
ii
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hand does indicate however, that Scotch cattle are, on the average,
more successful in shows than are other strains; that show cattle,
cows particularly, are not usually prolific ; and that show animals
do very often transmit their good qualities to their produce.
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